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Introduction 

According to the theory of financial intermediation, there are four major transformations performed by a bank: 

 Maturity Transformation: the liabilities of a financial intermediary tend to have less time to maturity than 

the assets. So, banks, what is generally known, “borrow short and lend long”, which results in the 

mismatch between the maturity of assets and maturity of liabilities.  

 Size Transformation: financial intermediaries collect small amounts of liabilities from many lenders who 

wish to postpone their current consumption, and transform them into larger amounts of assets 

required by fewer borrowers. 

 Liquidity Transformation: relatively illiquid assets are financed with relatively liquid liabilities, which is 

possible due to diversification of portfolios.  

 Risk Transformation: riskless deposits are issued to finance risky loans. Lenders (depositors) must be 

sure that their money is safe in order to put it in a bank, while borrowers of a bank inevitably bear the 

default risk.  

While most of the academic literature has focused on the last two roles of a bank, comprehensive empirical 

measures of bank maturity creation are practically absent, making it difficult to address numerous questions of 

research.  For example, why borrowers’ demand for loans with particular maturity (say, more than three years) 

may not be satisfied?  Whether a bank’s tendency to have relatively more short-term loans on its balance sheet 

vary with its size, nature of its liabilities or market conditions? Do banks tend to supply loans with particular 

maturity to a particular type of borrowers? Is there a channel thorough which the monetary authority can 

affect the preference towards some particular loan maturity& 

This paper presents a detailed study of the process of maturity transformation, and answers more than the 

above questions.  We investigate whether there really exists matching between liabilities and assets maturities, 

and what determines the choice of credit with particular maturity. We concentrate our attention on the 

commercial banks, and strive to determine the synergies between maturities of deposits and loans, the most 

fundamental sources of funds and assets correspondingly. For the first time in such studies, we rely on monthly 

panel data for more than 1000 banks registered in Russia for the period from 2008 to 2014 obtained directly 

from the place of centralized disclosure. We examine the relationships using the dynamic Generalized Method 

of Moments respectively.  

The choice of the topic was determined for several reasons. Firstly, the concentration on the banking sector is 

not accidental: banking system is one of the key elements in any economy.  Moreover, Russian capital markets 

are underdeveloped1, and hence firms that wish to attract external funds usually have no other choice but to 

rely on the banks’ debt.  Secondly, I used the great chance to become a “pioneer” in the study of such a 

fundamental feature of banks that has not yet been thoroughly examined, especially for Russian economy. This 

                                                           
1 As many emerging markets though. 
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gives a wide range of topics for new research.  Finally, the changing trend in the Russian banking system during 

the recent years2 cannot but encourage a young student to test how the basic activities of a bank react to this 

changes. 

 

This paper is structured as follows: Literature Overview gives the summary of the most important papers 

used in this study; Overview of Banking System in Russia lists the recent trends and stylized facts of the 

banking sector, detecting interesting for the purpose of our study macroeconomic dynamics; Data and 

Description of the Sample thoroughly explains how the data for the study was collected, how the final sample  

was formed and presents the data in graphs and diagrams; Empirical model and Regressions Results  

provides the description of null hypotheses and variables used in the model, develops the theoretical model 

and econometric methodology , and explains in detail obtained results; Conclusion shortly reviews  the main 

findings and gives the scope for further research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Discussed in detail in the Section Overview of Banking System in Russia 
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Literature Overview 

The papers are discussed in the descending order of their importance and contribution to my work.  

I will begin with the paper by Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman “Bank Liquidity Creation” (Sep.2009), 

which is the foundation for my work. For their study they used practically all U.S. banks over 1993-2003. 

According to the paper, liquidity is determined as “the ease, cost, and time for customers to obtain liquid funds 

from the bank, and the ease, cost, and time for banks to dispose of their obligations in order to meet these 

liquidity demands”. The authors also point out that the ability of a bank to securitize its assets affects the 

amount of liquidity created. Berger and Bouwman present four measures of liquidity creation: "cat fat," "mat 

fat," "cat nonfat," and "mat nonfat”. This is done by first classifying activities ( both assets and liabilities) of a 

bank as liquid, semiliquid and illiquid. Then, weight of 1/2 is assigned to both illiquid assets and liquid 

liabilities (since in that case the maximum amount of liquidity is created), weight of (-1/2) - to liquid assets, 

illiquid liabilities, and equity ( since maximum amount of liquidity is destroyed), and zero weight is assigned to 

semiliquid assets( zero net liquidity creation in the end). Furthermore, within these three groups with certain 

weights, loans are classified based on product category (“cat”) or maturity(“mat”) , while activities other than 

loans combine information on these two criteria. Also, off-balance sheet activities (loan commitments, letters of 

credit, derivatives, etc.)  are either included(“fat”) or excluded(“nonfat”) to compare with the liquidity 

generated on the balance sheet. Different combinations of these characteristics provide the four liquidity 

measures. They multiply the dollar amount of the bank activity by a corresponding weight, and sum up these 

weighted dollar amounts to get the total value of liquidity created by a particular bank. “Cat Fat” is considered 

as preferred liquidity measure, since category is more reliable for measuring the liquidity creation and banks 

create almost half of its liquidity off the balance sheet.  

What is important for our study is that the authors tested the effect of capital on liquidity creation.  The main 

finding is that “components of liquidity creation vary greatly by bank size”. Actually, they found that large 

banks, which constitute 2% of the sample observations, are responsible for 81% of industry liquidity creation. 

The test was performed by regressing the dollar amount of bank liquidity creation ( using the four measures) 

on the bank's lagged equity capital ratio and other control variables such as bank risk, bank size, bank holding 

company membership  (MBHC, OBHC and independent banks), M&A history, etc.  "Financial fragility-crowding 

out" effect (the main idea of which is that more fragile capital exposes banks to greater liquidity creation), was 

found to apply to small banks. This is explained by the fact that small banks usually interact with 

entrepreneurial-type businesses, which are generally considered to be more risky. Therefore, small banks 

develop a good monitoring system, which allows them to extend loans. Banks with higher capital ratios, on 

average, invest more in liquid assets, rather than in loans. At the same time, an opposite effect, so-called "risk 

absorption" effect, applies to large banks. The greater the liquidity created the greater is the risk taken by the 

bank. So, higher capital ratios allow banks to create more liquidity through expanding their risk-bearing 

capacity. However, the relationship is significant when liquidity creation includes off-balance sheet activities. At 

the same time, neither of these effects applies for medium banks, which means that the two effects cancel each 
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other out. As for the liability side, lagged capital , "crowding out" transactions deposits, is negatively related to 

liquid liabilities. The results remain qualitatively unchanged when robustness checks are applied. Furthermore, 

MBHC members were found to create the most liquidity within each size class; retail banks created most of 

overall industry liquidity within large and small banks, while for medium banks no difference was found; most 

of overall industry liquidity is created by recently merged institutions, but this applies only to large banks.  The 

authors investigated the relationships between liquidity creation and value, measured as the Market-to-Book 

ratio and the Price-Earnings ratio. Significantly positive correlation was detected between the liquidity creation 

and the value measures, suggesting that investors put higher value to banks that create greater liquidity. 

Finally, they found that category is a preferred measure over maturity. This is explained by the fact that  “what 

matters to liquidity creation on the asset side is the ease, cost, and time for banks to dispose of their obligations 

to obtain liquid funds. The ability to securitize loans is closer to this concept than the time until self-

liquidation”3. 

I would like to discuss separately the interesting point for our work, namely the applied instrumental variable 

approach. It was important for modifications of my empirical model.  The authors performed the approach in 

two stages. First, they regressed potentially endogenous capital variable on an instrument (precisely, tax rate) 

and control variables. Next, they regressed "cat fat" measure of liquidity creation normalised to the gross total 

assets on the predicted value for capital ratio and all the control variables. Also, they used an instrument for 

provisions applying the same technique. 

 

Next, let us turn to the paper by David C. Webb “The Impact of Liquidity Constraints on Bank Lending”.  The 

paper is of special interest because it thoroughly examines the coexistence of deposits and loans, and “models 

the interaction between banks, firms and depositors”. Although the multiperiod model is theoretical, it gives a 

deep insight into the nature of banking activities and provides important conclusions from practical point of 

view. The obtained results that the special actions from depositors may incline both banks’ and entrepreneurs’ 

to switch to less risky short-term projects, have brought me the idea to investigate maturity transformation 

within the banking sector.  

 

The role of a banks is viewed as pure intermediaries between lenders (entrepreneurs) and depositors. So, 

banks face a conflict between two demands: from borrowers and from depositors who wish to renegotiate their 

contracts or withdraw funds. Also, the author assumes no lender of last resort, no deposit insurance, no 

secondary market for bank loans and no  equity issue. Only depositors have initial endowments of wealth, their 

liquidity needs are represented by a stochastic process, so that the constraint of liquidity is mainly viewed as a 

result of unexpected deposits withdrawals4. There are three time periods (t=0,1,2). Initially D. Webb assumes 

that banks are unconstrained in the sense that they have access to perfectly elastic supply of deposits. Since it 

                                                           
3 Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman. Bank Liquidity Creation. The Review of Financial Studies, Vol. 22, No. 9 , (Sep., 
2009), pp. 3779-3837 
4 Later they also consider the case of poor return on investment. 
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has little to do with reality ( and with my work), we switch straight to the case when banks are constrained 

with deposit contracts from the liability side.  Deposits are put in a bank at t=0 and are assumed to be gradually 

returned till t=2. Also, at t=0 banks give a two-period loans to entrepreneurs to finance their projects , which 

type( good or bad) is determined based on probability and will be known for sure at t=1. In the good state of 

the world, at t=1 the bank can give additional loans to both types of entrepreneurs and the entrepreneur may 

renegotiate the amount that need to be repaid at the final period.  However, a sudden shock or the revision of 

poor lending policy( in which a bank run takes place) can cause unexpected liquidity demand from depositors 

at t=1, for which a bank has just insignificant protection due to the imperfection of deposit contracts. The 

important point is that banks can ration their finance at t=1 and even deny further finance for some type of 

entrepreneurs, the probability of this event is calculated by both parties at t=0. This means that in the case of 

liquidity shortfall, borrowers also bear costs of being rationed or of loan renegotiation. If there is a positive 

probability that good-type entrepreneurs will not be rationed ( this is presented as Lemma 1 in the paper), 

which results that this type of borrowers will come to the banks at t=0.  If the liquidity shortfall was because of 

such called “bad luck”, then banks can issue subordinated deposits( which is extremely unlikely though) and 

satisfy the needs of all borrowers5. If, on the contrary, the liquidity shortfall is caused by a bank run and a bank 

is not able to issue subordinated deposits, then the bank will not give loans to borrowers and will be 

liquidated6.  If the a bank is only able to issue non-subordinated deposits then “it will supply the same amount or 

fewer loans than a bank that issues subordinated deposits”7.  

 

To conclude, the liquidity shortfall may hamper the ability of a bank to implement the efficient lending policy. 

The possibility of credit rationing also affects the choice of an entrepreneur, who is more inclined to engage in 

less risky short-term projects with relatively low net present value, which have a lower chance of being 

rationed. By improving the nature of deposit contracts, diversifying the loan portfolio, renegotiating the loans 

and managing the maturity of assets and liabilities, the problem can be solved.  

 

Now I will analyse the work of Douglas W. Diamond and Raghuram G. Rajan “Liquidity Risk, Liquidity Creation, 

and Financial Fragility: A Theory of Banking”. Similarly to the previous one, this paper is theoretical but still 

useful to my work because it examines the liquidity transformation between loans and deposits which in some 

sense is similar to maturity transformation. So, on its basis we can detect interesting linkages and draw 

important conclusions.  

 

The methodology of the paper intersects with the previous paper, because D. Diamond and R. Rajan emphasis 

their attention on the fact that liquidity demand from depositors may take place unexpectedly resulting in the 

fire sale of assets. The fragility is worsened by the fact that the fire sale attract attention of other depositors 

who also begin to withdraw their funds. The illiquidity of assets is viewed primarily as a result of the fact that 

                                                           
5 Proposition3 as outlined in the paper.  
6 Proposition5 as outlined in the paper.  
7 David C. Webb. The Impact of Liquidity Constraints on Bank Lending.The Economic Journal, Vol. 110, No. 460 (Jan., 2000). p.84.   
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“entrepreneur cannot commit his human capital to the project”8. The liquidation value of an asset is determined 

by its present value in the case of the second-best alternative use. Since a bank knows in detail how the 

business of an entrepreneur operates, the second-best use of the asset can be adequately assessed by the 

financial intermediary. Actually, in this case the illiquidity of financial assets is connected to the specific skills a 

lender possesses in acquiring the information of a borrower. If this information cannot be absorbed by other 

economic agents due to the lack of such skills, the lender’s financial assets are considered to be illiquid. This 

creates ideas for our study to look at maturity transformation for different borrower types.  

 

Also, The authors control for the possibility of loan renegotiation, when terms of financing can be changed 

under the threat of quitting from repaying the loan. If an entrepreneur suggests to lower the prespecified final 

payment, a bank can either agree or reject and liquidate the asset for a certain premium. Thus, the 

entrepreneur will always renegotiate the loan to the liquidation value if it is lower than the initial prespecified 

payment. It should be noted, if a bank is “patient” in the sense that there was no liquidity shock, it will generally 

renegotiate loans since liquidating them is not the best option. 

 

Now , let me turn to the paper by Thomas M. Eisenbach “Rollover Risk as Market Discipline: A Two-Sided 

Inefficiency”.  The use of short-term debt has become quite popular in the recent years. Now the risk is not just 

associated with a decline in the underlying instrument price (yield). New types of risk have been introduced 

which existed previously but were in embryo form: rollover risk and the risk of high volatility in the short end. 

The paper addresses the concept of market discipline as a function of banks` reliance on short-term debt and 

which prevents them from overborrowing  and taking on the amount of risk that does not coincide with their 

ability to bear risk. 

The main factor that determines the discipline is the rollover risk( as a part of the bridge financing) - inability 

to refinance liquid debt in a timely manner. The author empirically models the estimator of the rollover risk 

using global game techniques.  Nevertheless, there exists a constraint under which the model might become 

statistically insignificant - banks should face idiosyncratic risk only.  

In case the correlation between the assets appears, we should expect a double-sided inefficiency: good 

aggregate states is a stimulus to increase in bank stability and subsequent market discipline decline because of 

the increased inflows from the creditors` side and inflated liquidation values. On the other hand, bad aggregate 

states lead to creditors` non-confidence enhancement, stricter discipline and fire-sales and depressed assets 

liquidations with the incentive to substitute the liquidity channels closed.  

Two different situations were examined: from the perspective of the individual financial institution (which 

covers the microeconomic part of the discussion) and from the perspective of a general equilibrium (that 

covers the macroeconomic part). During the second part, the way to preserve market discipline and reduce 

                                                           
8 Douglas W. Diamond and Raghuram G. Rajan. Liquidity Risk, Liquidity Creation, and Financial Fragility: A Theory of Banking. 

Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 109, No. 2 (April 2001), p. 302 
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market inefficiency was shown in the form of contingent-convertible debt which conversion trigger should be 

based on the level of the bank`s financial distress. Furthermore, the greater diversification inside the bank`s 

structure was considered as an effective way of asset values fluctuations control. 

Finally, I would like to discuss the paper by Thomas S. Y. Ho and Anthony Saunders. The Determinants of Bank 

Interest Margins: Theory and Empirical Evidence (Nov.1981).In a highly-unstable dimension of fixed-rates 

products it seems to be absolutely necessary for financial institutions (banks in our case) to effectively measure 

all types of risks that could explicitly or implicitly affect the liquidity and/or solvency of  their balance sheets. 

The recent attempt to evaluate these risks has suggested several approaches based on interest rate margins 

and interest rate volatility calculations. Specifically, on the basis of this article we can point out two demarcated 

methods:  

First is the hedging hypothesis that might be simply described as achieving the highest possible similarity of 

assets and liabilities with great emphasis on their maturity and credit quality. The second is microeconomic 

model of the banking firm relying on the expected profit or its utility maximization.  

The main objective of the authors was to summarize these two approaches in a one balanced model and at least 

partly overcome a number of reasons that lead to "sticky balance sheets" in a sense of their sensitivity to 

interest rates fluctuations. It was stated that this effect has its origin in reliance by banks on securities with 

short-term maturities (LIBOR for example) and simultaneous accumulation of the loans on the asset side as 

well as stochastically-dependent behavior of market participants` uncertainty that regards to the credit risk of 

the products they trade. 

The model makes a few steps on empirical calculation of the numerical value of the mark-up (pure spread) that  

an average bank from each of the subgroup (differed by capitalization) needs to require to justifiably take on 

new interest rate risk. The bank plays the role of a dealer or an intermediary between financial capital 

suppliers and demanders. The value of its portfolio may be derived as a function of the degree of the bank`s 

risk-aversion, the average transaction size, the variability of the interest rates and the market structure in 

which the intermediary operates. Three components of the bank`s wealth portfolio: base wealth, initial margin 

(inventory) and liquidity (net cash and marketable securities) were presented in the article. 

In conclusion, it was shown that, taking into account the bilateral behavior of the risk management process (on 

both assets and liability side), hedging the risk is one of the global optima in successfully reducing the cost 

function.  One year term instruments were noted as those that are in great demand in the U.S. market and 

involve special attention and risk measures. Finally, it was statistically proved that due to market inefficiency in 

several areas, the smaller banks have the ability to require slightly higher margin than the bigger ones do. 
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Overview of banking system in Russia 

Recently everybody has been preoccupied with the accelerating reduction in the number of credit institutions in 

Russia. According to the official statistics of CBR, the number of credit institutions registered by the bank of 

Russia decreased  from 1112 in 1.01.12 to 1071 in 1.01.14.  Nonetheless, Russian banking system has developed 

tremendously over the last years. The assets of the banking sector have increased from 20 125,1 bn Rub9 as of 

01.01.08( constituting 60,5 % of GDP) up to 49 509,6 ( 79,1 % of GDP) as of 01.01.13, i.e more than twice in 

absolute value and by approximately 20 p.p as of GDP. This implies the rising importance of this sector to the 

Russian economy, making its stability and soundness crucial for the prosperity of the whole nation. Naturally, 

this makes the investigation of this sector more interesting and significant. 

Still, with above trends specified, the concentration and segmentation of the banking system has become 

greater. The share of assets held by the top 5 banks is about 53% as of 01.01.2014. Moreover, top 5 % of banks 

hold more than 80% of assets, at the same time the majority of banks (approximately half of all registered 

institutions) holds just around 1 %. The table below shows the above facts:  

Table #1 Concentration of assets in the Russian banking sector as of 01.01.2014.  

Distribution of credit institutions ranged by 

assets (descending)  

Million 

Rubles 

% of total 

 

First 5 30 235 131  52,7 

From 6 to 20  10 905 104 19,0 

From 21 to 50 6 383 544 11,1 

From 51 to 200 6 982 880 12,2 

From 201 to 500 2 376 786 4,1 

From 501  539 625 0,9 

Total 57 423 070 100,0 

Source: CBR10 

As for the concentration of liabilities, it quite matches that on the assets’ side. Still, we notice the important 

difference: the overwhelming majority of retail deposits is concentrated just in one bank (Sberbank). 

Since our study is connected with deposits and loans, let us look at the dynamics of these two major types of 

liabilities and assets for a commercial bank. 

                                                           
9 Here and further on in this Section Source: REVIEW OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION( INTERNET 
VERSION). ANALYTICAL DATA № 136 February 2014 
10 REVIEW OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION( INTERNET VERSION). ANALYTICAL DATA № 136 February 
2014 
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The overall amounts of loans and deposits have been substantially increasing through years. The above figure 

reports the dynamics in billions of Rubles. 

Figure#1 Source: disclosed data from Balance 

Sheet, author’s calculations 

The Loans increased from 12,3 bn Rub as 

of 01.01. 2008 up to 33,8  bn_Rub as of 

01.01.2014.Deposits moved less sharply: 

from 4,4 bn as of 01.01 2008 to 11,4 

bn_Rub as of 01.01.2014. Naturally, for 

every time period the value of deposits is 

greater than the value of loans. 

 

Also, it is interesting to consider the distributions of deposits and loans according to the type of lenders and 

borrowers correspondingly. The below figures depict the result in millions of Roubles. 

Figure#2 Source: 

disclosed data 

from Balance 

Sheet, author’s 

calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure#2 reveals that deposits of non-government commercial organizations constitute the major part of banks’ 

funds. Next come deposits of individuals and deposits of other banks non-resedents, which is an interesting 

observation. We can explain the latter case by higher deposit rates in Russia compared to developed countries.  

 

Rub_bn Rub bn 

Rub_mln Rub mln 
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The distribution of loans according to borrowers’ type is quite similar. The greatest share of credit portfolio 

constitute loans for non-government commercial organizations, next come loans to individuals and credit to 

banks non-resedents. 

 

Figure#3  Source: 

Disclosed 

Data from 

Balance Sheet, author’s 

calculations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also, we can look at the distribution of provisions for loan losses according to the borrower’s type. As we can see 

from the below Figure, provisions fro non-government commercial organizations constitute the major part.  

Figure# 4 

Source: 

Data 
disclosed 
from 
Balance 
Sheet, 
author’s 
calc.  

 

 

 

 

Rub mln 
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Now , I would like to consider a very important to my work issue.  

In Russia the implementation of the monetary policy relies on refinancing facilities11, specifically the instruments 

for provision of Ruble liquidity to the banking sector. Generally, there exist two types of operations for provision 

of liquidity: secured loans12 and market operations, i.e. reverse13 REPO transactions. 

The exploration of official CBR statistics reveals that loans, deposits and other funds received from the Central 

Bank of Russia have increased dramatically in recent years: from 1 212,1 bn Rub as of 01.01.2012 up to 4 439,1 

as of 01.01.2014. This encourages us to look at the index of Net Liquidity Position, which serves as probably the 

best indicator of the state of liquidity in the Russian banking sector. It is calculated as the difference between the 

sum of liquid assets on operations with CBR( Correspondent Accounts in CBR, Deposits in CBR and bonds of CBR) 

and the sum of liabilities on operations with CBR.   

The investigation of its dynamics reveals a number of interesting patterns. Let us look at Figure#5, which 

presents the Net Liquidity Position( next I write it as NLP) of Russian banking sector in trillions of Rubles. To 

draw this figure I took the necessary data from the CBR Website. 

Figure#5 Source:CBR 

We can see two periods of positive 

NLP: up to the beginning of 2009 and 

the period from the end of the second 

quarter of 2010 up to the second 

quarter of 2011. The former was the 

pre-crisis period when banks did not 

owe much to CBR, while the latter was 

a period of recovery from the crisis 

when banks began to return loans 

obtained from CBR. The negative NLP 

is detected for the period from the 

beginning of 2009 up to the second quarter of 2010( which is explained by the effect of financial crisis,  when 

CBR supported banks by loans) and from the second quarter of 2011. The latter trend can be explained by the 

current monetary policy of CBR, i.e the transition to inflation targeting. One of the actions was to move the NLP 

to negative values in order to implement more efficient control of monetary base. Naturally, this makes baking 

system more vulnerable. Neither excessive positive nor negative NLP is good for economy, though the lack of 

funds to finance the obligations is, surely, worse. Naturally, there should be a balance between assets and 

liabilities.  The tendency of the NLP for growth or fall, is perceived differently by banks and may alter their 

behaviour. In my work I explore how this changing tren of this trends on maturity transformation.  

                                                           
11 Unlike many foreign central banks that rely on the open market operations or the discount window.  
12 However, it should be noted that the unsecured loans were introduced during the crisis. 
13 Naturally, from the CBR side.  
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Data and description of the sample 

 Micro-level individual bank data 

For the purpose of our study we used the monthly data for the period from 01.01.2008 till 01.01.2014 of banks’ 

balance sheet accounts obtained directly from the disclosed bank’s balance sheet forms in accordance with 

Russian GAAP14( namely , form 101). To be more precise, banks’ Accounting Standards were subject to the 

regulation 385-p “Rules of Accounting for Credit Organisations Located in the Russian Federation”15. The choice 

of the period was determined by the legislation and data availability criteria. Since 2008, most banks have been 

consistently disclosing their financial statements in accordance with accounting rules. Moreover, this period 

perfectly covers the dynamic of the net liquidity position.  

The base of initial accounts has more than 16 mln observations, which requires the use of SQL16 for its creation 

and further estimation. The final data for research was obtained by summing up the corresponding initial 

accounts in accordance to applications 385-p ( and 302-p17) and CBR methodology18. 

In the end, we get observations for more than 1000 Russian banks. If we multiply the overall amount of banks 

on the total amount of months and obtained values, we will get more than 3 mln observations. 

Let me present the most important dynamics for our sample.  

Fist, let us look at the volumes of long-term( with maturity more than three years) loans and deposits, which 

are used to constract the main dependent and explanatory variables for our study  

Figure#6 Source: disclosed data from Balance 

Sheet, author’s calculation.  

 As we can see, there was a steady growth in 

the two figures: deposits grew from 

approximately 1 bn Rub as of 01.01.2008 up 

to 3,6 bn Rub as of 01.01.2014; the increase of 

credits for this period was more intensive: 

from 4 bn Rub to 17 bn Rub.  

We have data for loans and deposits of 

different maturities from banks’ Balance 

Sheets, so we can closer look at the distribution of maturities within these types of assets and liabilities. 

                                                           
14 Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
15 Source CBR: http://www.cbr.ru/analytics/bux/faq/385-p.pdf 
16 Structure Query Language  
17 In 2012 the application 302-p was replaced by a new statute 385-p,  which though came is in force since 1 January 2013. 
18 Source CBR: http://www.cbr.ru/analytics/bank_system/svst01042014.pdf 
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Figure#7 

Source: disclosed data from Balance 
Sheet, author’s calculations 

To begin with, we see a steady 

growth for all the period under 

consideration: from 8 bln Rub to 

approximately 25 bln Rub. One 

may notice that visible increases 

in the volume of total deposits 

took place in the last quarters of 

each year, which may be 

connected with additional earnings during the new-year period.  The sharp increase from approximately 16 bln 

to 20 bln Rub in the fourth quarter of 2011 can be explained by the improvement in economic conditions and 

the rise in political confidence. The figure reveals that deposits with medium-term maturity, from 1 to 3 years, 

comprise the major part of total deposits for all the years( with average value of 9,2 bln Rub) with rather 

constant proportion. Next come short-term deposits with maturity from 181 days to 1 year ( average- 2,7 bln 

Rub), and then long-term deposits( average- 2,5 bln Rub).  It is interesting to note that deposits with maturity 

less than 30 days comprise a larger share than deposits with maturities from 31 to 90 days and 91 to 180 days, 

with average volumes being 1,2, 0,8 and 0,9 bln Rub correspondingly. So, from this we can conclude that 

Russian lenders prefer on average medium-term deposits.  

 Figure# 8                                   
Source: disclosed data from Balance 
Sheet, author’s calculations  

As in the case with deposits, the 

graph depicts a steady growth 

in the overall volume of loans 

the studied period: from  2,2 

bln Rub to 33 bln Rub. 

However, there was a smooth 

decrease in the second quarter 

of 2009(from 17,8 to 16,9 bln 

Rub) recovered in the first quarter of 2011, which depicts the effect of financial crisis. Long-term credit with 

more than 3 years to maturity comprises the major proportion of the overall amount (average value 10,1 bln 

Rub), which was expected due to the nature of borrowing. Next follow credits with maturity from 1 to 3 years( 

average-6,1 bln Rub) and from 181 days to 1 year( average-3,6 bln Rub). One can notice how sharply the 

average figures drop as we move to relatively less time to maturity. Again, it is interesting to note that loans 

with maturity less than 30 days comprises a greater proportion ( average value-1,9 bln Rub) than loans with 

maturities from 31 to 90 days and 91 to 180 days( average values 0,9 and 1 bln Rub correspondingly).  

Rub mln 
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The Table from Stata presented below shows the distribution of deposits and loans with different maturities in 

the banks’ Balance Sheet for the period in question. The total amount of provisions and its share of the overall 

amount of credit is presented as well.  You can see the number of available observations , the corresponding 

mean, standard deviation, min and max values.  

 

The table for shares of deposits and loans of 

different maturities for the  overall sample 

shows that the assets and liabilities with 

maturities from 1 year to 3 years constitute 

the major part. 

 We can also separately look at the corresponding shares for big banks: 

 

And for small banks:  

 

Still, the distribution remains quite the same. 

share_prov~s       67273    .0628608    .0804762          0    5.83177
  provisions       67301      886652     9644394          0   3.55e+08
                                                                      
       c_all       68572    2.33e+07    2.48e+08          0   1.13e+10
credit_ond~d       11686     1525203    1.03e+07          0   2.50e+08
 creditmore3       61314    1.14e+07    1.52e+08          0   7.46e+09
   credit1_3       66484     6068834    5.96e+07          0   2.42e+09
 credit181_1       66590     3613323    3.00e+07          0   1.27e+09
credit91_180       60357     1093570     7045733          0   2.82e+08
 credit31_90       55822    916663.4     6383122          0   3.80e+08
creditless30       57164     1786830    1.28e+07          0   5.09e+08
                                                                      
       d_all       60510     9402277    7.10e+07          0   2.11e+09
dep_ondemand       60645      253694     1691408          0   4.02e+07
   depsmore3       46335     3899163    2.86e+07          0   7.76e+08
     deps1_3       59350     9221914    1.20e+08          0   4.67e+09
   deps181_1       60213     3223977    2.79e+07          0   1.29e+09
  deps91_180       56652     1241156    1.07e+07          0   4.68e+08
   deps31_90       48275     1235778    1.13e+07          0   4.56e+08
  depsless30       39335     2032728    1.22e+07          0   4.83e+08
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

. 

share_c_mo~3       19146    .2677172    .1989573          0          1
 share_c_1_3       19177    .3141609    .1543471          0          1
share_c_18~1       19102    .2280066    .1528382          0          1
share_c_~180       18657    .0597131    .0671056          0          1
share_c_3~90       18270    .0506569    .0798955          0          1
share_c_l~30       19452    .0935372     .146653          0          1
                                                                      
share_d_mo~3       16989    .1044007    .1841982          0   6.072916
 share_d_1_3       19047     .390244    .4640407          0   20.11952
share_d_18~1       19013    .2146474    2.286168          0   216.8675
share_d_~180       18793    .0791896    1.706858          0   231.4616
share_d_3~90       18348    .0521216    .4489962          0   42.12098
share_d_l~30       18949    .1215968    2.160008          0   204.5422
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

share_c_mo~3       11443    .1842141    .1976099          0          1
 share_c_1_3       14364    .3603158    .2305486          0          1
share_c_18~1       14823    .3441713    .2388011          0          1
share_c_~180       12198     .095162    .1485126          0          1
share_c_3~90       10275    .0698858    .1363614          0          1
share_c_l~30       15233    .0763679    .1527436          0          1
                                                                      
share_d_mo~3        8016    .1482061    1.026066          0       53.1
 share_d_1_3       11192    .3687185    1.146151          0      53.32
share_d_18~1       11551    .1977963    1.265058          0       75.4
share_d_~180       10368    .0651906    .1186679          0   2.675253
share_d_3~90        7458    .0357849     .100844          0   3.456681
share_d_l~30        8728    .0638976    .3676561          0   31.92763
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

share_c_mo~3       61307    .2029702    .1965157          0          1
 share_c_1_3       66471    .3333541    .1906891          0          1
share_c_18~1       66572    .2942281     .203683          0          1
share_c_~180       60349    .0743065    .1092598          0          1
share_c_3~90       55807    .0582814    .1026129          0          1
share_c_l~30       68043    .0929296    .1560556          0          1
                                                                      
share_d_mo~3       46281    .1279953    .5948378          0       53.1
 share_d_1_3       59338    .4014796    1.240522          0   195.8058
share_d_18~1       60197    .2192689    1.773839          0   216.8675
share_d_~180       56643    .0850708      1.4127          0   231.4616
share_d_3~90       48266    .0575278    1.523257          0    242.801
share_d_l~30       53668    .0986625     1.54839          0   204.5422
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Figure# 9 Source: disclosed 

data from Balance Sheet, 

author’s calculations. 

Following the Section 

Overview of Banking 

System in Russia, we 

strive to create a proxy 

for measuring the net 

liquidity position for our 

sample of banks with the 

available data. We 

calculate it as a 

difference between deposits in CBR and loans obtained from CBR. As we may notice from Figure#9, 

the obtained dynamics almost perfectly matches Figure#5, which means that this our measure is 

suitable as a proxy. In our regressions we look at how changing trends in this measure affects the 

preference of banks towards long-term credit. The summary statistics from Stata is presented below: 

 

 Macroeconomic data. 

The Macroeconomic data was rather easy to collect from the CBR’s website.  

First, we took the nominal one-year GDP volumes, and calculated the GDP growth rate for each month in our 

sample. 

Next, we collected the data on the MosPrime Rate19 for three-months that serves as a basic indicator of short-

term interest rates in the Russian money market. Then, we took the rates on long-term government bonds 

(GKO-OFZ) as a basic indicator of the long-term interest rates. The Figures ( # and #) show rather similar 

dynamic. There was a sharp increase at the beginning of 2009 in both indicators (GKO-OFZ rose up to 10,67% 

and the MosPrime 3M to the record  27,67 %), which is connected with the effect of financial crisis.  

 

                                                           
19 The independent Rouble loan( deposit) reference rate on the Moscow Interbank Market fixed by the National Foreign 
Exchange Association on the basis of offer rates of Rouble loans (deposits) quoted by leading participants in the Russian 
money market to first class financial institutions. Actually, it is an analogue of LIBOR. 

  depincball       17725     1005017     6007116          0   2.80e+08
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

cbrfunding~l       14329     7376868    5.78e+07          0   1.97e+09
                                                                      
    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Figure# 5           Source: CBR Website, author’s calculations             Figure# 5           Source: CBR Website, author’s calculations 

           

 

 

 Sample description 

To ensure that our sample contains only viable for estimation commercial banks, we have imposed a set of 

restrictions.  As I have already mentioned in the Literature Overview, I took the work of Allen N. Berger and 

Christa H. S. Bouwman “Bank Liquidity Creation” as a benchmark for my work. So, the sample modifications20 

were performed in accordance with this paper.  

A bank was excluded if it: 1) had no loans outstanding; 2) had zero deposits; 3) had zero or negative equity 

capital. As a result we obtained the data for 1140 banks , with the overall amount of observations(number of 

banks multiplied by the number of periods and the number of variables) approximately 2,7 mln.    

The work of Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman proved that the relationships between the bank’s size 

and liquidity creation were significant. Following their work, we split the data by bank size. The top 300 banks 

with total amount of assets more than 3,5 mln Rub at the beginning of the observation period( Jan 2008) are 

considered separately. This is done because large banks are the major liquidity creators, while small banks 

usually do not fully perform functions of a financial intermediary. Moreover, the tremendous segmentation in 

the Russian banking sector makes this division quite reasonable21. Therefore, we strive to detect the possible 

differences in the maturity transformation for these two groups.  

Also, we consider the dynamics  of the net liquidity position, discussed earlier. In some regressions we split the 

sample according to the movements of this measure. As a result, we obtain three periods: two periods of 

decreasing tendency (Jan2008- Jun 2009, Mar 2011-Jan 2014) and one period (Jul 2009- Feb 2011)  of 

increasing trend22. 

                                                           
20 As well as the choice of some variables and their further modifications presented in the next Section.   
21 Refer to Table#1 in the Section Overview of Banking System in Russia to see the distribution of total assets.  
22 Refer to Figures# and # . 

% 
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Following Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman, in our final regression we categorize bank activities( in 

our case loans)  by product category and maturity.  We consider individuals, non-government commercial 

organizations, commercial organizations under government and federal ownership, interbank loans. “For 

example, as noted above, business loans are generally more illiquid than residential mortgages and consumer 

loans, as the latter can often be more easily securitized and sold to meet liquidity demands. Within each 

category, shorter maturity items are more liquid than longer maturity items because they self-liquidate without 

effort or cost sooner.” 

Empirical model and Regression Results  

 Null Hypotheses 

H1: The increase in the share of long-term deposits leads to the increase in the share of long-term loans in 

the banks’ loan portfolio.  

Through this hypothesis we strive to test whether the maturity matching between deposits and loans really 

exists.  We expect that on average banks tend to match maturities of their assets and liabilities, and the rise in 

the share of long-term financing will lead to the rise in the share of  long-term assets in the form of loans.  

H2: The increase in the share of provision for loan losses is positively related to the share of long-term 

credit.  

 The increase in the provisions for loan loss is associated with engagement in riskier activities which is 

surpassed with greater probability of default or new conditions not profitable for a bank (for example, the loan 

renegotiation suggested by Douglas W. Diamond and Raghuram G. Rajan(2001) or interest rate fluctuations 

suggested by Thomas S. Y. Ho and Anthony Saunders (1981) ).  Since long-term loans are less liquid and more 

risky, we expect that the increase in the share of provisions signals for the rise in the share of such credit. 

 Variable description and Expected values of coefficients.  

Once we have made our sample appropriate to work with, we begin to form necessary variables. I would like to 

describe all the variables used in analysis before presenting the empirical model for better understanding. 

 Dependent Variable 

In basic model we take the following dependent variable: 

Share_c_more3- the share of long-term credit calculated as loans with maturity more than three years divided 

by the overall amount of loans. As in the work of Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman(Sep.2009, the 

division by the total amount of loans is necessary to make the dependent variable meaningful and comparable 

across banks. Since banks differ greatly in size, the use of the absolute figures would primarily amount to a 
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simple regression of bank assets on liabilities and other explanatory variables, which will not give the insight 

into the transformation of liquidity.  

In the additional model we consider the type of the borrowers. So, the following dependent variables were 

studied: 

Share_c_ind_less1-the share of loans to individuals with maturity less than one year calculated as loans to 

individuals with maturity within one year divided by the overall amount of loans. For the next variables the 

calculation will be the same. 

Share_c_com_less1-the share of loans to non-government commercial organizations with maturity less than one 

year. 

Share_c_gcom_less1-the share of loans to commercial organizations under government or federal ownership 

with maturity less than one year. 

Share_c_interbank_less1-the share of loans to other banks with maturity less than one year. 

 Explanatory Variables23 

Share_d_more3- the share of long-term deposits calculated as deposits with maturity more than three years 

divided by the overall amount of credit. The natural question is why do we divide by the amount of loans and 

not deposits. The answer is rather straightforward: to see how a bank matches deposits with particular 

maturity with loans with the same maturity. It can be implemented only if we look at deposits as a means of 

financing the loans, constituting a particular share of them. Following H1 we expect the coefficient before the 

variable to be positive.  

Share_ provisions -the share of provisions for loan loss, which equals the amount of provisions divided by the 

total amount of loans. Following H2 , we expect the coefficient before the variable to have a positive sign. 

 Control Variables 

Obviously, it is necessary to control for the bank size. Following the regression specification suggested by Allen 

N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman( Sep. 2009), we include the natural logarithm24 of figures from banks’ 

Balance Sheets that correspond to this factor. Since the dependent variables in our models are in the [0,1] 

interval, the natural logarithm is used for all of the continuous variables that may take on large values to avoid 

potential specification distortions. So, the following variables were included: 

 Ln_equity - the natural logarithm of bank’s equity.  Following the work of  Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. 

Bouwman ( Sep. 2009), we know that equity affects a bank's ability to create liquidity. Assuming that for our 

sample the “risk absorption effect” ( which is outlined in the paper) holds, we expect that more equity capital 

                                                           
23 Please, note that further on we interpret expected signs of coefficients in accordance with the basic model. 
24 To be more precise, in all further specifications by natural logarithm we mean ln (1+x), where x is the variable of 
interest. This is done in order to obtain better approximation of initial values. 
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can allow a bank to have more illiquid, or in our case long-term loans. So, the coefficient before the variable is 

expected to have a positive sign .  

 Ln_assets-  we find the natural logarithm of the major assets of a bank ( accept loans): bonds, shares for sale 

and the fare value of shares. We expect the coefficient before the variable to be negative because this is an 

alternative use of funds obtained from depositors. Generally, a bank accumulates such type of assets because 

they are relatively liquid, and create a buffer in case of liquidity shortage.    

Ln_finresult- the natural logarithm of financial result for the current period. Since the long-term loan is the 

most profitable of all the loans due to illiquidity and risk premiums, we expect that the increase in the financial 

result  signals for the rise in the share of  relatively more profitable assets, in our case long-term loans. So, we 

expect the coefficient before the variable to be positive.              

Ln_reserves- the natural logarithm of the total level of reserves held by a bank. Following the work of David C. 

Webb(Jan., 2000), we expect that the rise in reserves surpasses the possibility of liquidity shortage. Thus, a 

banks is supposed to engage in less risky activities, and, thus, the share of long-term loans is likely to fall. 

Ln_d_all-the natural logarithm of the overall level of deposits. Surely, we should control for this factor. The rise 

in the volume of deposits, on general, should increase the total volume of loans. If loans with long-term 

maturity rise by the less percentage than the total volume of loans, then the share of long-term loans will 

decrease. However, if the level of overall deposits rises mainly due to the growth of long-term funds, then we 

expect a rise in the share of long-term deposits relative to the total volume of loans, and according to our null 

hypothesis the share of long-term loans should also increase.  

Moreover, we account for the effect of CBR funding, as discussed in the previous Section. We use the micro-level 

individual bank data, and calculate the approximation of the net liquidity position. 

Ln_delta_cbr – to calculate the figure we, first,  find the natural logarithm of bank’s deposits in CBR and the 

logarithm of bank’s debt to CBR. Then, to get the ln_delta_cbr , we just find their difference25. We did not 

calculate the logarithm of the difference of absolute figure, because in that case there would have been a lot of 

missing values due to negative values of the difference. We expect the sign before the variable to be positive: 

the increase in delta_cbr is a sign of stability and soundness for a bank, thus it may be strong enough to increase 

the share of long-term loans. 

For further regressions we created variables with lower maturity scope. The choice of variables was 

determined by the significance of these types of deposits in banks’ portfolio : 

Share_d_less30- the share of deposits with maturity less than 30 days26 to the total amount of loans. 

Share_d_181_1- the share of deposits with maturity from 181 days to one year to the total amount of loans. 

                                                           
25 Deposits in CBR minus loans to CBR. 
26 This type of deposits also include deposits on demand  
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Share_c_1_3- the share of deposits with maturity from one to three years to the total amount of loans. 

Also, we include some macro factors: 

Mosprime_3M- MosPrime rate for 3-months. We expect that the coefficient before the variable will be positive. 

The increase in the rate means that interbank loans are becoming more expensive, which is primarily  caused 

by the increasing risks in the banking sector. Since long-term loans are generally viewed as being more risky, 

their share in the overall portfolio should increase. 

Gov_bonds_lt- the rate on long-term government coupon bonds. We expect the sign to be negative, since this 

rate represents return on the alternative long-term asset. 

GDP_growth_12monthsrolling- GDP year-growth recalculated for every month in the sample. It is difficult to 

determine the expected sign since the growth in GDP is associated with the rise in demand for loans of all 

maturities. This means that if the loans of all maturities increase by the same percentage, there will be no 

change in the share of long-term loans. At the same time, better economic conditions suggest that the 

borrowers face less risks and can return their debts in a shorter period and at a lower rates, so the level of 

short-term rather than long-term credit may increase 

 Unit-Root test 

We need to be sure that our series are ‘well-behaved’. Thus, we perform a unit-root test for the series of 

independent variable( share of loans with more than three years to maturity) in order to use it safely in our 

regressions. Due to the fact that data is missing for some time periods, we use Fisher-type unit-root test which 

is suitable for unbalanced panels. Below is the output from Stata. Since all the p-values are lower than 0.01, we 

reject the null hypothesis at the 1% significance level. This means that there are no unit roots under the given 

test conditions, and we can state that the panels are stationary.  Also, we perform the test for the two main 

explanatory varibales in our model: the share of long-term deposits and provisions for loan losses . The results 

are presented in the Appendix as Table.1 and Table.2, and the obtained statistics also prove the stationarity of 

the series.  

                                                                               
 Other statistics are suitable for finite or infinite number of panels.
 P statistic requires number of panels to be finite.
                                                                              
 Modified inv. chi-squared Pm       12.7122       0.0000
 Inverse logit t(5314)     L*       -9.8650       0.0000
 Inverse normal            Z        -8.3756       0.0000
 Inverse chi-squared(2156) P      2990.7559       0.0000
                                                                              
                                  Statistic      p-value
                                                                              
Drift term:   Not included                  ADF regressions: 1 lag
Time trend:   Not included
Panel means:  Included
AR parameter: Panel-specific                Asymptotics: T -> Infinity

Ha: At least one panel is stationary        Avg. number of periods =  61.38
Ho: All panels contain unit roots           Number of panels       =   1083
                                        
Based on augmented Dickey-Fuller tests
Fisher-type unit-root test for share_c_3
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 The basic model 

The main advantage of using a panel data is that it allows us to control simultaneously for time effect and 

individual (unobserved) heterogeneity, i.e variables that one cannot observe or measure. Undoubtedly, in our 

case we need to account for average differences over time across banks or some macroeconomic conditions27 

that we were not able to include in the regression due data limitation. This improves the model by reducing 

correlations across error terms. 

It seems reasonable to apply Fixed Effect model for our analysis, under which unobserved heterogeneity is 

assumed to be unchanged over time, and is a term specific for an individual bank. Initially, we do not split the 

sample according to the bank size and run the basic model with the share of long-term credit as an independent 

variable and the share of long-term deposits and share of provisions as the main explanatory variables.  

So, our basic regression is: 

Share_c_more_3𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1Share_d_more_3𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2Share_provisions𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛_assets𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4ln_equity𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽5ln_finresult𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6ln_reserves𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾1𝑔𝑜𝑣_𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠_𝑙𝑡 + 𝛾2mosprime_3m𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾3gdp_growth_12m_rolling𝑖,𝑡 +

𝑢𝑖,𝑡, 

where i identifies the bank28, t stands for the time period29, 𝛼𝑖 is a time-invariant constant term specific for each 

bank( as suggested by the Fixed Effect), 𝛽-coefficients stand before explanatory variables taken from the banks’ 

balance sheet, γ-coefficients stand before exogenous macroeconomic variables, and 𝑢𝑖,𝑡 is an error term specific 

to each bank and time period. 

So, we run the above regression in Stata ( 43517 observations corresponding to 871 groups( banks)) and 

obtain the following result: 

 

We see that all coefficients have expected signs and are significant at 5% significance level. F-statistics is high, 

which means that we reject the null hypothesis that all coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero even at 1% 

                                                           
27 Such as national policies, federal regulations and international agreements 
28 Determined in our case by the registration number 
29 Remember, that we have monthly data. 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(870, 42636) =   154.40          Prob > F = 0.0000
                                                                              
         rho    .79433571   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
     sigma_e    .08846207
     sigma_u      .173852
                                                                              
       _cons    -.4562183      .0212   -21.52   0.000    -.4977708   -.4146659
gdp_growth~g    -.0081752   .0006246   -13.09   0.000    -.0093994    -.006951
gov_bonds_~t    -.0125252   .0008682   -14.43   0.000    -.0142267   -.0108236
 mosprime_3m     .0018699   .0001465    12.77   0.000     .0015828     .002157
    ln_d_all    -.0008363   .0003649    -2.29   0.022    -.0015515   -.0001211
 ln_reserves     .0157334   .0008481    18.55   0.000      .014071    .0173958
ln_finresult     .0027342    .000532     5.14   0.000     .0016915    .0037769
   ln_equity     .0615889   .0018833    32.70   0.000     .0578977    .0652801
   ln_assets    -.0189726   .0017854   -10.63   0.000    -.0224721   -.0154731
share_prov~s     .2146463   .0118717    18.08   0.000     .1913775     .237915
share_d_mo~3     .0264032   .0013222    19.97   0.000     .0238117    .0289946
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2049                        Prob > F           =    0.0000
                                                F(10,42636)        =    506.39

       overall = 0.1075                                        max =        72
       between = 0.0700                                        avg =      50.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1062                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: id                              Number of groups   =       871
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =     43517
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significance level. The overall explanatory power of the regression is rather good for such type of research 

(overall R-squared ≈11%). Since we are mostly interested in what determines maturity transformation within a 

bank, we notice good within R-squared (≈11%). However, we are not able to further work with this model 

without performing essential tests for revealing possible problems. Thus, we continue to improve our 

specification  

There is also another method of estimating panel data: Random Effects, which assumes that the differences 

across entities are random and uncorrelated with independent variables. Although it seems unreasonable to 

use it, we perform the Hausman test to be sure that our economic intuition is right. The zero p-value indicates 

that we should use Fixed Effects. The result from Stata is presented below30:  

 

Then, we perform the robustness check and test whether the variance of the error term is heteroskedastic. The 

special test in Stata31 returns the zero p-value indicating the presence of heteroskedasticity. The result of this 

test is presented below. Thus, in all further specifications we will use the option robust to control for this 

problem.  

 

To test for autocorrelation we use Wooldridge test32 for panel data series with the null of no autocorrelation.  

The test result reported below shows the presence of autocorrelation. Thus, we also need to control for this 

problem, which is done with the help of cluster option in Stata33. 

 

Then, we include time fixed effects to control for average differences in maturity transformation across 

different time-periods not captured by other exogenous variables. The main idea is that the constant term will 

change through different years. The set of dummies for each year is automatically generated in Stata by the 

corresponding command34.  The first year of our observations (2008) is taken as categorical variable and, thus, 

is dropped. All years all numbered from 1(2008) to 7(2014).   We test35 the joint explanatory power of the time-

                                                           
30 The full output is presented in the Appendix as Table.2. 
31 A user-written program xttest3. 
32 Command xtserial. 
33 Also, GLS correct both of these problems. However, this method does not include fixed effects important from both the 

theoretical and practical point of view. So, we do not use FGLS.  

34 i.year 
35 Command testparm in Stata. 

                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite)
                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000
                          =       72.14
                 chi2(10) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

Prob>chi2 =      0.0000
chi2 (871)  =   2.2e+07

H0: sigma(i)^2 = sigma^2 for all i

in fixed effect regression model
Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity

           Prob > F =      0.0000
    F(  1,     854) =    408.002
H0: no first-order autocorrelation
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data
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dummies, and obtain zero p-value. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis that all years coefficients are jointly 

equal to zero. So , the use of time fixed effects is crucial. To see the result go to Appendix , Table.4. 

As you may have already noticed, we have not yet controlled for the funding from CBR. The reason is that this 

will considerably reduce the sample : the overall number of observations is reduced from 43517 to 20703, 

while the number of banks decreases from 871 to 648.  Still we need to control for this factor. Below I present 

the output from Stata for the overall sample including time fixed effects and the delta_cbr., controlling for 

heteroscedasticity and serial  correlation. 

So, the final modified basic model is: 

Share_c_more_3𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1Share_d_more_3𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2Share_provisions𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛_assets𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4ln_equity𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽5ln_finresult𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6ln_reserves𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽7delta_CBR𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾1𝑔𝑜𝑣_𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠_𝑙𝑡 + 𝛾2mosprime_3m𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛾3gdp_growth_12m_rolling𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ 𝜃𝑘
7
𝑘=2 year𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡  , 

Everything remains quite the same, we just added new variable delta_CBR with coefficient 𝛽7, and the set of 

time Dummies with coefficients 𝜃𝑘 (k ranges from 2 to 7 as explained earlier about Time fixed effects). The 

main explanatory variables remain significant with expected signs, F-statistics is again high, and the 

explanatory power of our regression is rather good( within R-squared has increased up to 24 %). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =     20703 

Group variable: id                              Number of groups   =       648 

 

R-sq:  within  = 0.2372                         Obs per group: min =         1 

       between = 0.0747                                        avg =      31.9 

       overall = 0.0602                                        max =        72 

 

                                                F(17,647)          =     25.83 

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.3032                        Prob > F           =    0.0000 

 

                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 648 clusters in id) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |               Robust 

share_c_mo~3 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

share_d_mo~3 |   .0265887   .0066669     3.99   0.000     .0134973    .0396801 

share_prov~s |   .4771063   .1337856     3.57   0.000     .2143999    .7398128 

   ln_assets |  -.0245644   .0136646    -1.80   0.073    -.0513968     .002268 

   ln_equity |   .0012648   .0110327     0.11   0.909    -.0203996    .0229291 

ln_finresult |   .0053211   .0010722     4.96   0.000     .0032156    .0074265 

    ln_d_all |   .0019257   .0036661     0.53   0.600    -.0052732    .0091246 

 ln_reserves |   .0041764   .0039922     1.05   0.296    -.0036628    .0120155 

   delta_cbr |  -.0000657   .0001917    -0.34   0.732    -.0004422    .0003108 

 mosprime_3m |   .0008252   .0006033     1.37   0.172    -.0003594    .0020098 

gov_bonds_~t |   .0005504   .0017004     0.32   0.746    -.0027885    .0038893 

gdp_growth~g |  -.0003434   .0019491    -0.18   0.860    -.0041708     .003484 

    _Iyear_2 |   .0169882   .0048628     3.49   0.001     .0074394     .026537 

    _Iyear_3 |   .0438253   .0073336     5.98   0.000     .0294247    .0582259 

    _Iyear_4 |   .0756504   .0095557     7.92   0.000     .0568866    .0944143 

    _Iyear_5 |   .0976825   .0107633     9.08   0.000     .0765472    .1188178 

    _Iyear_6 |   .1282511   .0128071    10.01   0.000     .1031025    .1533996 

    _Iyear_7 |    .142083   .0132192    10.75   0.000     .1161252    .1680407 

       _cons |    .351915   .1796051     1.96   0.050    -.0007643    .7045944 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

     sigma_u |   .1826693 

     sigma_e |  .07269469 

         rho |  .76328166   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

 

 

 

 The Detailed Model. Arellano-Bond Estimation Technique. 

In this Section we try to detail our basic model and closer look at the process of maturity transformation. 

For this purpose we consider not only the long-term maturity of deposits, but other maturities as well. So, we 

include additional explanatory variables: Share_d_less30, Share_d_181_1, Share_d_1_3. Furthermore, we 
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consider large banks separately, trying to investigate whether there is any difference between the two gropus36. 

So, we run two separate regressions: for top banks (denoted further by “big”) and the rest of the sample( 

denoted by “nonbig”). 

 

Then, following the paper of Allen N. Berger and Christa H. S. Bouwman (Sep.2009), I was inspired to modify 

the basic model by using instrumental variables. In their work they carefully considered the endogeneity  

problem and applied the instrumental variable approach37. They used fixed effects in their instrumental 

variable regression, justifying it by the fact that the instrument sufficiently varied over time and was correlated 

with the lagged variable for which it was created while not directly correlated with the dependent variable.   

The inclusion of the lagged dependent variable in the Fixed Effects regression will generally result in biased 

and inconsistent estimates due to the correlation of regressors with the error term and the presence of 

autocorrelation. “The Fixed-Effects IV estimators38 are likely to be biased towards OLS estimators” as suggested 

by Elitza Mileva (Jul,2007). So, I decided to run a regression using Arellano-Bond Dynamic Panel GMM 

Estimators39.  The major assumption of this method is that the instrument is built on the lagged values of the 

instrumented variable.  By first-differencing the original model, the unobserved heterogeneity effect is 

eliminated (since it does not vary through time), which allows to use instrumental variables estimator .  

The use of this model in our research is justified by the following reasons: 

1. The number of banks in our panel is considerably greater than the number of time-observations; 

2. The dependent variable in our analysis establishes correlation with its past values; 

3.  The regressors in our model are highly likely to be correlated with the individual fixed effects; 

4. The heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation problems detected earlier. 

                                                           
36 Explained in Section Sample Description.  
37 Discussed in the Literature Overview 
38 2SLS- two-stage least squares 
39 Command xtabond in Stata. 
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 So, the modified basic model using Arellano-Bond(1991) technique is : 

∆Share_c_more_3𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜇∆Share_c_more_3𝑖,𝑡−1 +

 𝜑1∆Share_d_less30𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜑2∆Share_d_181_1𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜑3∆Share_d_1_3𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽1∆Share_d_more_3𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2∆Share_provisions𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3∆ 𝑙𝑛_assets𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽4∆ln_equity𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽5∆ln_finresult𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6∆ln_reserves𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽7∆delta_CBR𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾1∆𝑔𝑜𝑣_𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠_𝑙𝑡 + 𝛾2∆mosprime_3m𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛾3∆gdp_growth_12m_rolling𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ 𝜃𝑘
7
𝑘=2 year𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡  , 

the set of new explanatory variables enters with coefficients  𝜑𝑖 , the 

instrument of the dependent variable enters with coefficient µ.  

Running the specified regression for the two groups ( refer to Table.5 

and Table.6 in the Appendix) yields the following table of coefficients 

with p-values below. We can see that the instrument is highly significant 

in both regressions with coefficient 0.66 for big banks and 0.55 for the 

rest of the sample.   

The difference in coefficients occurs for our major explanatory variable, 

the share of deposits with maturity more than three years. We notice 

that for large banks this coefficient 𝛽1 is positive and significant(0.14 

with p-value 0.0001), while for the rest of the sample it is negative but 

insignificant(-0.008 with p-value 0.399). If we consider the coefficients before  share_d_1_3, we detect that they 

are of the same sign but the magnitude of their influence is different (0.05 for large banks and 0.01 for the rest 

of the sample) and , as in the previous case, the coefficient is only significant for big banks. This suggests that 

the maturity matching takes place only for large banks. The only coefficient which is insignificant for the 

sample of big banks is 𝜑1which corresponds to the share of deposits with maturity less than 30 days(0.005 , p-

value 0.3716).  

Therefore, on the basis of above model we conclude that our first null hypothesis H1 holds for large banks only.   

 

Nevertheless, the coefficients 𝛽2 before the share of provisions for loan losses are strongly significant for the 

both groups and are approximately equal (0.4 for big banks and 0.5 for the rest of the sample). This provides  

support for the second null hypothesis H2.  

Furthermore, we notice positive coefficients for all time-dummies from year 2010, suggesting that with time 

the share of long-term loans rises. The only negative coefficient ( significant at 5 % level for big banks) for both 

types of banks is detected for  year 2009,_Iyear2. This is explained by the fact that in this period the crisis 

effects were severe, so banks tried to engage in less risky activities and the share of long-term loans decreased. 

The effect prevailed in 2010 for large banks( though the coefficient is insignificant), while was positive for the 

rest of the sample since small banks usually have riskier types of borrowers. 

Coefficients before ln_assets, ln_equity, ln_finresult, gov_bonds_lt, mosprime_3m  have expected signs for both 

groups. We notice differences in coefficients for delta_cbr( though both are insignificant): positive for big banks 

and negative for small banks. The coefficient 𝛾3 before the GDP growth is positive for small banks and negative 

                                        
                   0.0000       0.0000  
       _cons    .72393251    .69505852  
                   0.0000       0.0001  
    _Iyear_7    .04055116     .0454587  
                   0.0000       0.0006  
    _Iyear_6    .03078612    .03818429  
                   0.0057       0.0042  
    _Iyear_5    .01615519    .02571074  
                   0.3229       0.0114  
    _Iyear_4    .00509179    .01930142  
                   0.4882       0.9272  
    _Iyear_3   -.00255105    .00042417  
                   0.0366       0.1722  
    _Iyear_2   -.00657105   -.00573543  
                   0.3189       0.5435  
gdp_growth~g   -.00097091    .00124641  
                   0.0799       0.6704  
gov_bonds_~t   -.00140902   -.00066564  
                   0.0000       0.0513  
 mosprime_3m    .00103164    .00068091  
                   0.9131       0.5594  
   delta_cbr    6.361e-06   -.00004183  
                   0.0118       0.0954  
 ln_reserves    .00307519    .00349096  
                   0.3750       0.6434  
    ln_d_all   -.00232379   -.00049808  
                   0.0000       0.0000  
ln_finresult    .00283613    .00340503  
                   0.0002       0.0632  
   ln_equity    .01814671    .01412856  
                   0.0000       0.0000  
   ln_assets   -.05970465   -.06359173  
                   0.0000       0.0000  
share_prov~s    .37437215    .46312859  
                   0.0001       0.3990  
share_d_mo~3    .14395792   -.00762273  
                   0.0004       0.1636  
 share_d_1_3    .05141372    .01121958  
                   0.0000       0.0237  
share_d_18~1     .0636738     .0239192  
                   0.3716       0.4780  
share_d_l~30     .0047142    .00239931  
              
                   0.0000       0.0000  
         L1.    .66018689    .55868438  
share_c_mo~3  
                                        
    Variable      big         nonbig    
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for the big ones. Which may suggest that the improving macroeconomic conditions may allow big banks to 

choose less risky borrowers with less time to maturity. 

 

Furthermore, we split the sample according to the dynamics of the Net Liquidity Position in the market, as 

explained in the section Sample Description. The three time periods are denoted in the following way: Jan2008- 

Jun 2009 – t_jn09 and Mar 2011-Jan 2014 – t_mr11_j14 - the period of continuous fall in the net liquidity 

position; Jul 2009- Feb 2011- t_jl09_f11- the period of increasing net liquidity position . Letter b stands to 

denote large banks sample. The table from Stata of obtained coefficients with p-values is presented below, to 

see the full regression go to the Appendix Table.7-Table.12.  

The coefficient 𝛽1 before the 

share of long-term deposits is 

positive and significant for all 

the periods for big banks. 

However, for the rest of the 

sample such pattern is 

applicable only for the period till 

June, 2009, while for other 

periods it is negative and 

insignificant.  Identical patterns 

are detected for coefficients 𝜑2( 

share_d_181_1) and 𝜑3( 

share_d_1_3).  As for the 

coefficient 𝜑1(share_d_less30), 

for both groups it is negative( but insignificant) for the last period. This suggests that the decreasing pattern of 

the NLP generally inforces banks to match maturities of their assets and liabilities.  So, as in the previous case, 

our current model suggests that our first null hypothesis holds for big banks only.  

 

The coefficient 𝛽2 before the share of provisions for loan losses is positive and strongly significant for both 

groups beginning from the second period. For the first period the coefficients are insignificant. This provides  

support for the second null hypothesis H2.  

 

 The most striking difference is that the sign of 𝛽7, the coefficient before delta_cbr, is opposite for the two 

groups in every period.  For the period of continuous rise in the net liquidity position t_jl09_f11 , the coefficient 

for big banks is negative while for the rest of the sample it is positive. For the two periods of continuous fall, the 

coefficients are, on the contrary, positive for large banks and negative for the rest of the sample.  
 

                                                                                            
                   0.0000       0.0000       0.0770       0.0023       0.0172       0.0004  
       _cons    1.0619706    1.2779166    .35478532     1.072619    .88302757    .57458858  
                   0.7666       0.0404       0.0000       0.2820       0.0068       0.0002  
gdp_growth~g    .00037535    .00332546   -.01653623    .00193204     .0107905   -.01563666  
                   0.4339       0.2912       0.3166       0.4201       0.4557       0.2177  
gov_bonds_~t    .00113661   -.00470729    .00151784    .00187138   -.00624547     .0028015  
                   0.5402       0.1835       0.0000       0.3196       0.2017       0.1337  
 mosprime_3m    .00011316    .00343166    .00505184    .00027704    .00645769    .00241157  
                   0.5017       0.8497       0.0393       0.6099       0.2626       0.7516  
   delta_cbr    .00004655   -.00001971    .00014737    -.0000676    .00019381   -.00003208  
                   0.5348       0.2100       0.0172       0.6052       0.1581       0.2778  
 ln_reserves   -.00096789    .00514058    .00758028   -.00091334    .01226591    .00423704  
                   0.1484       0.0200       0.3643       0.0511       0.8881       0.9793  
    ln_d_all   -.00329289   -.00967344    .00356858   -.00348639    .00024829   -.00004256  
                   0.0844       0.2696       0.2462       0.0012       0.3526       0.0277  
ln_finresult    .00220725    .00056462    .00059301    .00412806    .00054547    .00162251  
                   0.0881       0.3614       0.0001       0.1657       0.9778       0.1422  
   ln_equity    .00749808    .01016423    .03073746    .00968433    .00053069    .01433323  
                   0.0000       0.0000       0.0001       0.0006       0.0068       0.0000  
   ln_assets   -.06339635   -.07531595   -.05795244   -.08048143   -.06759403   -.05509614  
                   0.4954       0.0000       0.0000       0.6159       0.0000       0.0013  
share_prov~s    .04590749     .4632049     .4454201   -.04985079    .77074359    .40241186  
                   0.0046       0.0000       0.0096       0.0486       0.5240       0.2732  
share_d_mo~3     .2062856    .29617518    .11721776    .06717329   -.01519691   -.01358459  
                   0.0063       0.0050       0.0034       0.7880       0.1505       0.0103  
 share_d_1_3    .04180948    .06643876    .05258288    .00824272    .00650627    .04396631  
                   0.0405       0.0189       0.0000       0.3171       0.0015       0.0015  
share_d_18~1    .03574466    .07700091    .06644455    .03100914    .02046782    .02314168  
                   0.3677       0.0049       0.2794       0.0590       0.7679       0.5711  
share_d_l~30    .01056035    .03334985   -.00634714     .0411211   -.00135228   -.00174651  
              
                   0.0001       0.0000       0.0000       0.0011       0.0000       0.0000  
         L1.    .44733259    .39352587    .72625282    .39299751    .42289819    .57899561  
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                                            
    Variable    b_t_jn09    b_t_jl0~11   b_t_mr1~14     t_jn09     t_jl09_f11   t_mr11_j14  
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 Scope for further research. How maturity transformation varies for 

different types of borrowers. 

Finally, I perform a share of study which should be more thoroughly investigated in  for further research and 

investigation.  

I use the detailed Arellano-Bond model discussed before and do not split the data on different time periods, and 

only change the dependent variable which now becomes the share of short-term debt (less than 1 yer) to 

different types of borrowers. To see the full regression results go to Appendix Table.13-Table.16 

∆Share_c_type  of borrower_less1𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 +

𝜇∆Share__c_typeofborrower_less1𝑖,𝑡−1 +

 𝜑1∆Share_d_less30𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜑2∆Share_d_181_1𝑖,𝑡 +

𝜑3∆Share_d_1_3𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽1∆Share_d_more_3𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽2∆Share_provisions𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3∆ 𝑙𝑛_assets𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽4∆ln_equity𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽5∆ln_finresult𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛽6∆ln_reserves𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽7∆delta_CBR𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛾1∆𝑔𝑜𝑣_𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠_𝑙𝑡 + 𝛾2∆mosprime_3m𝑖,𝑡 +

𝛾3∆gdp_growth_12m_rolling𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ 𝜃𝑘
7
𝑘=2 year𝑘 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡 

 

We can see the interesting fact: the coefficient before 

delta_cbr is significant only for two types of 

borrowers: non-government commercial 

organizations and other banks, but has different signs 

with almost identical magnitude. The negative effect 

for non-government commercial organizations may 

be explained by the fact that 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  
                   0.0000       0.0075       0.0028       0.0001  
       _cons    .21596408    .64220754    .18734741   -1.3938254  
              
                                                          0.0000  
         L1.                                           .18877953  
shar~k_less1  
              
                                             0.0000               
         L1.                              .55144407               
share_c_gc~1  
              
                                0.0000                            
         L1.                 .57521376                            
share_c_co~1  
              
                   0.0320       0.0000       0.0003       0.9169  
    _Iyear_7    -.0047448   -.05193048   -.01616498    .00146319  
                   0.0621       0.0001       0.0012       0.9616  
    _Iyear_6   -.00383823   -.03789366   -.01444342   -.00063143  
                   0.4148       0.0001       0.0001       0.7602  
    _Iyear_5   -.00167296    -.0301469   -.01515892   -.00320892  
                   0.6379       0.0008       0.0004       0.8258  
    _Iyear_4   -.00082119   -.02192842    -.0126917   -.00195167  
                   0.6475       0.0000       0.0024       0.0222  
    _Iyear_3    .00065704   -.02175931   -.00940975    .01663894  
                   0.4453       0.0497       0.0147       0.0042  
    _Iyear_2   -.00094721   -.00787937   -.00461096    .01777425  
                   0.1710       0.2541       0.3453       0.6194  
gdp_growth~g    .00065042    .00209247    .00057885    .00111495  
                   0.6036       0.2556       0.1611       0.2072  
gov_bonds_~t    .00019169    -.0014224    .00130695   -.00223002  
                   0.5810       0.9778       0.7207       0.0020  
 mosprime_3m    .00005145    7.948e-06   -.00004903   -.00122451  
                   0.5822       0.0002       0.3143       0.0001  
   delta_cbr    9.509e-06   -.00028954   -.00002639    .00039716  
                   0.1193       0.0720       0.8154       0.2488  
 ln_reserves     .0008822    .00320757    -.0001508   -.00284446  
                   0.0053       0.0006       0.0002       0.0320  
    ln_d_all    .00148985    .00791164    .00550814   -.00849048  
                   0.1802       0.0000       0.0550       0.0038  
ln_finresult    .00022247   -.00260019   -.00046079    -.0022702  
                   0.2665       0.2936       0.9509       0.0000  
   ln_equity   -.00290928    .01060571   -.00016794   -.06429859  
                   0.0010       0.0047       0.0093       0.0000  
   ln_assets   -.01289603   -.04649877   -.01490042    .16583238  
                   0.7313       0.9259       0.4167       0.0005  
share_prov~s    .00533104    .00866155   -.01887054   -.64606311  
                   0.6834       0.1691       0.0101       0.0000  
share_d_mo~3   -.00086046    .04249121   -.01470431   -.32590691  
                   0.6067       0.3551       0.3009       0.0081  
 share_d_1_3    .00023964   -.02200342    -.0043303   -.06906001  
                   0.3615       0.7504       0.2289       0.0156  
share_d_18~1    .00168499   -.00317515   -.00614509   -.07356054  
                   0.2838       0.8706       0.0660       0.1258  
share_d_l~30    -.0004646   -.00239266   -.01044571    .01936498  
              
                   0.0000                                         
         L1.    .82496338                                         
shar~d_less1  
                                                                  
    Variable      ind          com          gcom      interbank   
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Conclusion 

According to the banking theory, banks exist because they create liquidity, transform risk. The absence of 

comprehensive analysis of maturity transformation deteriorates our understanding regarding these two 

processes.  

The contribution of this work is to gain a deeper insight into banks' role as maturity transformers. We 

determine the intertemporal patterns of maturity transformation and its cross-sectional variation, 

characteristics of banks that choose relatively more short-term debt, and examine the relationship between 

maturity of a loan and the type of borrower.  

The First Null hypothesis suggests that banks, on average, match the maturities of their deposits and loans, so 

that the increase in proportion of deposits with particular maturity relative to the overall amount of credit will 

lead to the increase in the share of loans with the same maturity. Our results suggest that the hypothesis holds 

only for large banks, i.e the maturity matching takes place only for the large banks.  

The Second Null Hypothesis suggests that the share of provisions for loan losses positively affects the share of 

long-term loans, signalling that the bank undertakes riskier activities. It is supported by our models both for 

large banks and the rest of the sample. 

 

We have considered more or less theoretical approach to maturity transformation, lying a solid foundation for 

investigating this topic in future. Different reality checks may be applied. For example, due to time and data 

limitation we did not consider the possibility of loan renegotiation and did account for off-balance sheet 

activities . Moreover, banks perform various strategies in order to fulfil liquidity requirements from the 

regulator, and often may rewrite long- term deposits as short-term ones. Thus, the observed share of long-term 

deposits may be lower. Also, a more detailed study of maturity transformation within different groups of 

borrowers can be performed. A number of interesting questions may be answered in future research: how does 

maturity transformation differ across nations? how do monetary policy , changes in deposit insurance, or some 

macroeconomic events affect maturity transformation?   By exploring this issues we can substantially improve 

our understanding of the maturity transformation function of banks and its effect on the economy. 
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Appendix 

Table.1 

 

Table.2 

 

Table 3 

 

 

                                                                              
 Other statistics are suitable for finite or infinite number of panels.
 P statistic requires number of panels to be finite.
                                                                              
 Modified inv. chi-squared Pm       29.8768       0.0000
 Inverse logit t(5064)     L*      -21.2788       0.0000
 Inverse normal            Z       -16.7302       0.0000
 Inverse chi-squared(2052) P      3965.9788       0.0000
                                                                              
                                  Statistic      p-value
                                                                              
Drift term:   Not included                  ADF regressions: 1 lag
Time trend:   Not included
Panel means:  Included
AR parameter: Panel-specific                Asymptotics: T -> Infinity

Ha: At least one panel is stationary        Avg. number of periods =  57.94
Ho: All panels contain unit roots           Number of panels       =   1039
                                        
Based on augmented Dickey-Fuller tests
Fisher-type unit-root test for share_d_3

                                                                              
 Other statistics are suitable for finite or infinite number of panels.
 P statistic requires number of panels to be finite.
                                                                              
 Modified inv. chi-squared Pm       11.7480       0.0000
 Inverse logit t(5394)     L*       -3.8807       0.0001
 Inverse normal            Z        -2.4130       0.0079
 Inverse chi-squared(2176) P      2951.0100       0.0000
                                                                              
                                  Statistic      p-value
                                                                              
Drift term:   Not included                  ADF regressions: 1 lag
Time trend:   Not included
Panel means:  Included
AR parameter: Panel-specific                Asymptotics: T -> Infinity

Ha: At least one panel is stationary        Avg. number of periods =  61.57
Ho: All panels contain unit roots           Number of panels       =   1093
                                            
Based on augmented Dickey-Fuller tests
Fisher-type unit-root test for ln_provisions

                                                                              
         rho    .76604747   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
     sigma_e    .08846207
     sigma_u     .1600741
                                                                              
       _cons    -.4270649   .0206183   -20.71   0.000     -.467476   -.3866538
gdp_growth~g    -.0084974   .0006227   -13.65   0.000    -.0097178    -.007277
gov_bonds_~t     -.012893   .0008659   -14.89   0.000    -.0145901   -.0111958
 mosprime_3m      .001815   .0001464    12.39   0.000      .001528     .002102
    ln_d_all    -.0008489   .0003631    -2.34   0.019    -.0015605   -.0001374
 ln_reserves     .0154645   .0008448    18.31   0.000     .0138087    .0171203
ln_finresult     .0026308    .000532     4.95   0.000     .0015881    .0036735
   ln_equity     .0599366   .0018444    32.50   0.000     .0563216    .0635516
   ln_assets    -.0192452   .0017674   -10.89   0.000    -.0227093   -.0157811
share_prov~s     .1949133   .0114801    16.98   0.000     .1724128    .2174138
share_d_mo~3     .0269232     .00132    20.40   0.000      .024336    .0295104
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(10)      =   5061.65

       overall = 0.1082                                        max =        72
       between = 0.0711                                        avg =      50.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1061                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: id                              Number of groups   =       871
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =     43517

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg
                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
                                                                              
gdp_growth~g     -.0081752    -.0084974        .0003222        .0000491
gov_bonds_~t     -.0125252     -.012893        .0003678        .0000626
 mosprime_3m      .0018699      .001815        .0000549        3.80e-06
    ln_d_all     -.0008363    -.0008489        .0000127        .0000365
 ln_reserves      .0157334     .0154645        .0002689        .0000751
ln_finresult      .0027342     .0026308        .0001034               .
   ln_equity      .0615889     .0599366        .0016523        .0003805
   ln_assets     -.0189726    -.0192452        .0002726         .000253
share_prov~s      .2146463     .1949133         .019733        .0030241
share_d_mo~3      .0264032     .0269232         -.00052        .0000751
                                                                              
                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.
                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))
                      Coefficients     

. hausman fixed random
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Table.4                               

Table. 5 
 

 

 
 

Table.6 

            Prob > F =    0.0000
       F(  6,   655) =   20.48

 ( 6)  _Iyear_7 = 0
 ( 5)  _Iyear_6 = 0
 ( 4)  _Iyear_5 = 0
 ( 3)  _Iyear_4 = 0
 ( 2)  _Iyear_3 = 0
 ( 1)  _Iyear_2 = 0

. testparm _Iyear*

. 

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .7239325   .1497269     4.84   0.000     .4304731    1.017392
    _Iyear_7     .0405512   .0077217     5.25   0.000     .0254169    .0556855
    _Iyear_6     .0307861   .0070627     4.36   0.000     .0169434    .0446288
    _Iyear_5     .0161552   .0058427     2.77   0.006     .0047037    .0276067
    _Iyear_4     .0050918    .005151     0.99   0.323    -.0050039    .0151875
    _Iyear_3    -.0025511   .0036806    -0.69   0.488    -.0097648    .0046627
    _Iyear_2    -.0065711   .0031438    -2.09   0.037    -.0127328   -.0004093
gdp_growth~g    -.0009709   .0009742    -1.00   0.319    -.0028802    .0009384
gov_bonds_~t     -.001409   .0008046    -1.75   0.080    -.0029859    .0001679
 mosprime_3m     .0010316    .000206     5.01   0.000     .0006279    .0014354
   delta_cbr     6.36e-06   .0000583     0.11   0.913    -.0001079    .0001206
 ln_reserves     .0030752    .001221     2.52   0.012     .0006821    .0054683
    ln_d_all    -.0023238   .0026197    -0.89   0.375    -.0074582    .0028107
ln_finresult     .0028361   .0004425     6.41   0.000     .0019689    .0037033
   ln_equity     .0181467   .0049531     3.66   0.000     .0084387    .0278547
   ln_assets    -.0597047   .0092694    -6.44   0.000    -.0778724   -.0415369
share_prov~s     .3743721   .0600715     6.23   0.000     .2566342    .4921101
share_d_mo~3     .1439579   .0363376     3.96   0.000     .0727375    .2151783
 share_d_1_3     .0514137   .0143901     3.57   0.000     .0232097    .0796178
share_d_18~1     .0636738   .0137483     4.63   0.000     .0367275    .0906201
share_d_l~30     .0047142   .0052765     0.89   0.372    -.0056275    .0150559
              
         L1.     .6601869    .041725    15.82   0.000     .5784074    .7419664
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =   1925.82

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  38.89286
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       252
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      9801

> year_7 if big==1, lags(1) vce(robust)
> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iyear_6 _I
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d
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Table.7-Table.12 on the next two pages 

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .6950585    .154565     4.50   0.000     .3921168    .9980003
    _Iyear_7     .0454587   .0114976     3.95   0.000     .0229239    .0679935
    _Iyear_6     .0381843   .0110711     3.45   0.001     .0164854    .0598832
    _Iyear_5     .0257107   .0089904     2.86   0.004     .0080899    .0433316
    _Iyear_4     .0193014    .007627     2.53   0.011     .0043528    .0342501
    _Iyear_3     .0004242   .0046437     0.09   0.927    -.0086773    .0095256
    _Iyear_2    -.0057354   .0042009    -1.37   0.172     -.013969    .0024982
gdp_growth~g     .0012464   .0020519     0.61   0.544    -.0027752     .005268
gov_bonds_~t    -.0006656   .0015638    -0.43   0.670    -.0037306    .0023993
 mosprime_3m     .0006809   .0003494     1.95   0.051    -3.91e-06    .0013657
   delta_cbr    -.0000418   .0000717    -0.58   0.559    -.0001823    .0000986
 ln_reserves      .003491   .0020936     1.67   0.095    -.0006125    .0075944
    ln_d_all    -.0004981   .0010758    -0.46   0.643    -.0026067    .0016105
ln_finresult      .003405    .000641     5.31   0.000     .0021487    .0046613
   ln_equity     .0141286   .0076044     1.86   0.063    -.0007758     .029033
   ln_assets    -.0635917    .010943    -5.81   0.000    -.0850396   -.0421439
share_prov~s     .4631286   .0877591     5.28   0.000      .291124    .6351332
share_d_mo~3    -.0076227   .0090389    -0.84   0.399    -.0253387    .0100932
 share_d_1_3     .0112196   .0080547     1.39   0.164    -.0045674    .0270066
share_d_18~1     .0239192   .0105742     2.26   0.024     .0031941    .0446443
share_d_l~30     .0023993   .0033814     0.71   0.478    -.0042281    .0090267
              
         L1.     .5586844   .0704458     7.93   0.000     .4206132    .6967556
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =   2690.79

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  19.43027
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       337
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      6548

> year_7 if big==0, lags(1) vce(robust)
> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iyear_6 _I
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d
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. estimates store t_mr11_j14

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .5745886   .1637008     3.51   0.000      .253741    .8954362
gdp_growth~g    -.0156367   .0041621    -3.76   0.000    -.0237942   -.0074791
gov_bonds_~t     .0028015   .0022727     1.23   0.218    -.0016529    .0072559
 mosprime_3m     .0024116   .0016081     1.50   0.134    -.0007402    .0055633
   delta_cbr    -.0000321   .0001013    -0.32   0.752    -.0002307    .0001665
 ln_reserves      .004237   .0039044     1.09   0.278    -.0034154    .0118895
    ln_d_all    -.0000426   .0016406    -0.03   0.979    -.0032581    .0031729
ln_finresult     .0016225    .000737     2.20   0.028     .0001781     .003067
   ln_equity     .0143332   .0097656     1.47   0.142     -.004807    .0334735
   ln_assets    -.0550961   .0107357    -5.13   0.000    -.0761378   -.0340545
share_prov~s     .4024119     .12546     3.21   0.001     .1565147     .648309
share_d_mo~3    -.0135846   .0123979    -1.10   0.273    -.0378841    .0107149
 share_d_1_3     .0439663   .0171354     2.57   0.010     .0103815    .0775511
share_d_18~1     .0231417   .0073068     3.17   0.002     .0088206    .0374628
share_d_l~30    -.0017465   .0030831    -0.57   0.571    -.0077893    .0042963
              
         L1.     .5789956   .0663281     8.73   0.000     .4489949    .7089963
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   1.9e+03            Wald chi2(15)         =   1105.52

                                                               max =        35
                                                               avg =  13.87302
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       252
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      3496

> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==0 & time>=39, lags(1) vce(robust)
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d

. estimates store t_jl09_f11

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .8830276   .3706649     2.38   0.017     .1565376    1.609518
gdp_growth~g     .0107905   .0039902     2.70   0.007     .0029699    .0186111
gov_bonds_~t    -.0062455   .0083728    -0.75   0.456    -.0226559    .0101649
 mosprime_3m     .0064577   .0050578     1.28   0.202    -.0034555    .0163709
   delta_cbr     .0001938    .000173     1.12   0.263    -.0001453    .0005329
 ln_reserves     .0122659   .0086911     1.41   0.158    -.0047683    .0293001
    ln_d_all     .0002483   .0017639     0.14   0.888    -.0032088    .0037054
ln_finresult     .0005455   .0005868     0.93   0.353    -.0006047    .0016957
   ln_equity     .0005307   .0190579     0.03   0.978     -.036822    .0378834
   ln_assets     -.067594   .0249678    -2.71   0.007    -.1165299   -.0186581
share_prov~s     .7707436   .1330955     5.79   0.000     .5098813    1.031606
share_d_mo~3    -.0151969   .0238525    -0.64   0.524    -.0619469    .0315531
 share_d_1_3     .0065063   .0045253     1.44   0.151    -.0023631    .0153756
share_d_18~1     .0204678   .0064566     3.17   0.002     .0078131    .0331225
share_d_l~30    -.0013523   .0045825    -0.30   0.768    -.0103339    .0076293
              
         L1.     .4228982   .0846733     4.99   0.000     .2569416    .5888548
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =    545               Wald chi2(15)         =    565.06

                                                               max =        20
                                                               avg =  9.110599
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       217
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      1977

> ust)
> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==0 & time>=19 & time<=38, lags(1) vce(rob
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d

. estimates store t_jn09

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     1.072619   .3517421     3.05   0.002     .3832172    1.762021
gdp_growth~g      .001932    .001796     1.08   0.282     -.001588    .0054521
gov_bonds_~t     .0018714   .0023211     0.81   0.420    -.0026779    .0064206
 mosprime_3m      .000277   .0002784     1.00   0.320    -.0002686    .0008227
   delta_cbr    -.0000676   .0001325    -0.51   0.610    -.0003273    .0001921
 ln_reserves    -.0009133   .0017669    -0.52   0.605    -.0043764    .0025497
    ln_d_all    -.0034864   .0017873    -1.95   0.051    -.0069895    .0000167
ln_finresult     .0041281   .0012699     3.25   0.001     .0016392    .0066169
   ln_equity     .0096843   .0069861     1.39   0.166    -.0040082    .0233769
   ln_assets    -.0804814   .0233469    -3.45   0.001    -.1262405   -.0347223
share_prov~s    -.0498508   .0993661    -0.50   0.616    -.2446049    .1449033
share_d_mo~3     .0671733   .0340665     1.97   0.049     .0004043    .1339423
 share_d_1_3     .0082427    .030646     0.27   0.788    -.0518224    .0683079
share_d_18~1     .0310091   .0309958     1.00   0.317    -.0297416    .0917598
share_d_l~30     .0411211     .02178     1.89   0.059    -.0015668     .083809
              
         L1.     .3929975   .1204501     3.26   0.001     .1569196    .6290754
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =    151               Wald chi2(15)         =    102.29

                                                               max =        16
                                                               avg =  5.598958
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       192
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      1075

> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==0 & time<=18, lags(1) vce(robust)
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d
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. estimates store b_t_mr11_j14

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .3547853   .2006597     1.77   0.077    -.0385004     .748071
gdp_growth~g    -.0165362   .0039113    -4.23   0.000    -.0242023   -.0088701
gov_bonds_~t     .0015178   .0015158     1.00   0.317     -.001453    .0044887
 mosprime_3m     .0050518   .0010416     4.85   0.000     .0030104    .0070932
   delta_cbr     .0001474   .0000715     2.06   0.039     7.26e-06    .0002875
 ln_reserves     .0075803   .0031807     2.38   0.017     .0013463    .0138143
    ln_d_all     .0035686   .0039335     0.91   0.364     -.004141    .0112782
ln_finresult      .000593   .0005114     1.16   0.246    -.0004093    .0015953
   ln_equity     .0307375   .0078197     3.93   0.000     .0154111    .0460638
   ln_assets    -.0579524   .0145498    -3.98   0.000    -.0864695   -.0294354
share_prov~s     .4454201   .1024411     4.35   0.000     .2446392     .646201
share_d_mo~3     .1172178    .045257     2.59   0.010     .0285156    .2059199
 share_d_1_3     .0525829   .0179604     2.93   0.003     .0173811    .0877847
share_d_18~1     .0664446   .0148524     4.47   0.000     .0373343    .0955548
share_d_l~30    -.0063471   .0058685    -1.08   0.279    -.0178491    .0051549
              
         L1.     .7262528   .0413542    17.56   0.000        .6452    .8073056
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   1.9e+03            Wald chi2(15)         =   1351.97

                                                               max =        35
                                                               avg =  23.41667
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       216
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      5058

> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==1 & time>=39, lags(1) vce(robust)
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d

. estimates store b_t_jl09_f11

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     1.277917   .3068976     4.16   0.000     .6764084    1.879425
gdp_growth~g     .0033255   .0016221     2.05   0.040     .0001462    .0065047
gov_bonds_~t    -.0047073   .0044598    -1.06   0.291    -.0134483    .0040337
 mosprime_3m     .0034317   .0025803     1.33   0.184    -.0016256    .0084889
   delta_cbr    -.0000197    .000104    -0.19   0.850    -.0002236    .0001841
 ln_reserves     .0051406   .0041005     1.25   0.210    -.0028963    .0131774
    ln_d_all    -.0096734   .0041578    -2.33   0.020    -.0178225   -.0015244
ln_finresult     .0005646   .0005114     1.10   0.270    -.0004378     .001567
   ln_equity     .0101642   .0111373     0.91   0.361    -.0116645     .031993
   ln_assets     -.075316   .0166418    -4.53   0.000    -.1079333   -.0426987
share_prov~s     .4632049   .0784433     5.90   0.000     .3094589    .6169509
share_d_mo~3     .2961752   .0581459     5.09   0.000     .1822112    .4101391
 share_d_1_3     .0664388   .0236811     2.81   0.005     .0200246    .1128529
share_d_18~1     .0770009   .0327911     2.35   0.019     .0127315    .1412703
share_d_l~30     .0333499   .0118635     2.81   0.005     .0100977     .056602
              
         L1.     .3935259   .0535541     7.35   0.000     .2885617      .49849
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =    545               Wald chi2(15)         =    448.47

                                                               max =        20
                                                               avg =  12.90476
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       210
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      2710

> ust)
> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==1 & time>=19 & time<=38, lags(1) vce(rob
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d

. estimates store b_t_jn09

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_more3
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     1.061971   .2029991     5.23   0.000     .6640997    1.459842
gdp_growth~g     .0003753   .0012644     0.30   0.767    -.0021029    .0028536
gov_bonds_~t     .0011366   .0014525     0.78   0.434    -.0017103    .0039835
 mosprime_3m     .0001132   .0001847     0.61   0.540    -.0002489    .0004752
   delta_cbr     .0000466   .0000693     0.67   0.502    -.0000893    .0001824
 ln_reserves    -.0009679   .0015593    -0.62   0.535    -.0040241    .0020883
    ln_d_all    -.0032929   .0022786    -1.45   0.148    -.0077589    .0011731
ln_finresult     .0022073   .0012792     1.73   0.084    -.0002999    .0047145
   ln_equity     .0074981   .0043966     1.71   0.088    -.0011191    .0161152
   ln_assets    -.0633964   .0134912    -4.70   0.000    -.0898387    -.036954
share_prov~s     .0459075   .0673347     0.68   0.495     -.086066     .177881
share_d_mo~3     .2062856    .072776     2.83   0.005     .0636473    .3489239
 share_d_1_3     .0418095   .0153098     2.73   0.006     .0118028    .0718162
share_d_18~1     .0357447   .0174466     2.05   0.040     .0015499    .0699394
share_d_l~30     .0105603   .0117233     0.90   0.368    -.0124169    .0335376
              
         L1.     .4473326   .1162232     3.85   0.000     .2195393    .6751259
share_c_mo~3  
                                                                              
share_c_mo~3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =    151               Wald chi2(15)         =    176.08

                                                               max =        16
                                                               avg =  9.455814
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       215
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      2033

> _all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling if big==1 & time<=18, lags(1) vce(robust)
. xtabond  share_c_more3  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult ln_d
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       _cons    -1.393825   .3627264    -3.84   0.000    -2.104756   -.6828948
    _Iyear_7     .0014632   .0140257     0.10   0.917    -.0260266     .028953
    _Iyear_6    -.0006314   .0131196    -0.05   0.962    -.0263454    .0250826
    _Iyear_5    -.0032089   .0105156    -0.31   0.760    -.0238191    .0174013
    _Iyear_4    -.0019517   .0088697    -0.22   0.826    -.0193359    .0154325
    _Iyear_3     .0166389   .0072739     2.29   0.022     .0023824    .0308955
    _Iyear_2     .0177742   .0062021     2.87   0.004     .0056183    .0299302
gdp_growth~g      .001115   .0022445     0.50   0.619    -.0032841     .005514
gov_bonds_~t      -.00223   .0017681    -1.26   0.207    -.0056954    .0012353
 mosprime_3m    -.0012245   .0003966    -3.09   0.002    -.0020019   -.0004471
   delta_cbr     .0003972   .0001036     3.83   0.000      .000194    .0006003
 ln_reserves    -.0028445   .0024664    -1.15   0.249    -.0076785    .0019895
    ln_d_all    -.0084905   .0039587    -2.14   0.032    -.0162494   -.0007316
ln_finresult    -.0022702   .0007847    -2.89   0.004    -.0038082   -.0007322
   ln_equity    -.0642986   .0143877    -4.47   0.000    -.0924979   -.0360992
   ln_assets     .1658324   .0229074     7.24   0.000     .1209346    .2107301
share_prov~s    -.6460631   .1864816    -3.46   0.001     -1.01156   -.2805659
share_d_mo~3    -.3259069   .0559821    -5.82   0.000    -.4356299    -.216184
 share_d_1_3      -.06906   .0260901    -2.65   0.008    -.1201957   -.0179243
share_d_18~1    -.0735605   .0304101    -2.42   0.016    -.1331632   -.0139579
share_d_l~30      .019365   .0126507     1.53   0.126      -.00543      .04416
              
         L1.     .1887795   .0279303     6.76   0.000     .1340371     .243522
shar~k_less1  
                                                                              
shar~k_less1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    205.72

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  23.22801
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       557
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =     12938

> ear_6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
> ult ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iy
. xtabond share_c_interbank_less1 share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finres

. estimates store gcom

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_gcom_less1
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .1873474   .0627624     2.99   0.003     .0643353    .3103595
    _Iyear_7     -.016165   .0044433    -3.64   0.000    -.0248736   -.0074563
    _Iyear_6    -.0144434   .0044434    -3.25   0.001    -.0231523   -.0057345
    _Iyear_5    -.0151589   .0038279    -3.96   0.000    -.0226615   -.0076563
    _Iyear_4    -.0126917   .0035549    -3.57   0.000    -.0196592   -.0057242
    _Iyear_3    -.0094097   .0030975    -3.04   0.002    -.0154807   -.0033387
    _Iyear_2     -.004611   .0018908    -2.44   0.015    -.0083168   -.0009051
gdp_growth~g     .0005788   .0006134     0.94   0.345    -.0006234    .0017811
gov_bonds_~t      .001307   .0009325     1.40   0.161    -.0005208    .0031347
 mosprime_3m     -.000049   .0001371    -0.36   0.721    -.0003178    .0002198
   delta_cbr    -.0000264   .0000262    -1.01   0.314    -.0000778     .000025
 ln_reserves    -.0001508   .0006459    -0.23   0.815    -.0014168    .0011152
    ln_d_all     .0055081   .0014785     3.73   0.000     .0026104    .0084059
ln_finresult    -.0004608   .0002401    -1.92   0.055    -.0009314    9.85e-06
   ln_equity    -.0001679    .002727    -0.06   0.951    -.0055127    .0051768
   ln_assets    -.0149004   .0057286    -2.60   0.009    -.0261283   -.0036725
share_prov~s    -.0188705   .0232356    -0.81   0.417    -.0644115    .0266704
share_d_mo~3    -.0147043   .0057174    -2.57   0.010    -.0259101   -.0034985
 share_d_1_3    -.0043303   .0041861    -1.03   0.301    -.0125349    .0038743
share_d_18~1    -.0061451   .0051074    -1.20   0.229    -.0161554    .0038652
share_d_l~30    -.0104457   .0056822    -1.84   0.066    -.0215827    .0006912
              
         L1.     .5514441    .046004    11.99   0.000      .461278    .6416102
share_c_gc~1  
                                                                              
share_c_gc~1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    451.36

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  22.91273
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       275
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      6301

> ear_6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
> ult ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iy
. xtabond     share_c_gcom_less1  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finres

. estimates store com

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_com_less1
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .6422075   .2403748     2.67   0.008     .1710816    1.113333
    _Iyear_7    -.0519305   .0100166    -5.18   0.000    -.0715626   -.0322983
    _Iyear_6    -.0378937   .0096831    -3.91   0.000    -.0568721   -.0189152
    _Iyear_5    -.0301469   .0075533    -3.99   0.000     -.044951   -.0153428
    _Iyear_4    -.0219284   .0065355    -3.36   0.001    -.0347378    -.009119
    _Iyear_3    -.0217593    .004665    -4.66   0.000    -.0309025   -.0126161
    _Iyear_2    -.0078794   .0040152    -1.96   0.050    -.0157491   -9.66e-06
gdp_growth~g     .0020925   .0018348     1.14   0.254    -.0015037    .0056887
gov_bonds_~t    -.0014224   .0012512    -1.14   0.256    -.0038747    .0010299
 mosprime_3m     7.95e-06   .0002859     0.03   0.978    -.0005524    .0005683
   delta_cbr    -.0002895   .0000768    -3.77   0.000      -.00044   -.0001391
 ln_reserves     .0032076   .0017826     1.80   0.072    -.0002863    .0067015
    ln_d_all     .0079116   .0023161     3.42   0.001     .0033722    .0124511
ln_finresult    -.0026002   .0005936    -4.38   0.000    -.0037636   -.0014368
   ln_equity     .0106057   .0100973     1.05   0.294    -.0091847    .0303961
   ln_assets    -.0464988   .0164605    -2.82   0.005    -.0787607   -.0142369
share_prov~s     .0086616   .0931925     0.09   0.926    -.1739924    .1913155
share_d_mo~3     .0424912   .0309018     1.38   0.169    -.0180751    .1030575
 share_d_1_3    -.0220034   .0237956    -0.92   0.355     -.068642    .0246351
share_d_18~1    -.0031752   .0099806    -0.32   0.750    -.0227368    .0163865
share_d_l~30    -.0023927   .0146886    -0.16   0.871    -.0311818    .0263965
              
         L1.     .5752138   .0321498    17.89   0.000     .5122013    .6382263
share_c_co~1  
                                                                              
share_c_co~1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    815.85

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =   27.5348
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       589
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =     16218

> r_6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
> t ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iyea
. xtabond    share_c_com_less1  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresul

. estimates store ind

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_ind_less1
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .2159641   .0434725     4.97   0.000     .1307595    .3011686
    _Iyear_7    -.0047448   .0022121    -2.14   0.032    -.0090805   -.0004091
    _Iyear_6    -.0038382   .0020572    -1.87   0.062    -.0078703    .0001939
    _Iyear_5     -.001673   .0020513    -0.82   0.415    -.0056934    .0023475
    _Iyear_4    -.0008212   .0017447    -0.47   0.638    -.0042408    .0025984
    _Iyear_3      .000657    .001437     0.46   0.648    -.0021595    .0034736
    _Iyear_2    -.0009472    .001241    -0.76   0.445    -.0033795     .001485
gdp_growth~g     .0006504   .0004751     1.37   0.171    -.0002807    .0015815
gov_bonds_~t     .0001917   .0003692     0.52   0.604     -.000532    .0009153
 mosprime_3m     .0000515   .0000932     0.55   0.581    -.0001313    .0002342
   delta_cbr     9.51e-06   .0000173     0.55   0.582    -.0000244    .0000434
 ln_reserves     .0008822   .0005663     1.56   0.119    -.0002278    .0019922
    ln_d_all     .0014899   .0005348     2.79   0.005     .0004416    .0025381
ln_finresult     .0002225    .000166     1.34   0.180    -.0001029    .0005479
   ln_equity    -.0029093   .0026183    -1.11   0.267    -.0080411    .0022225
   ln_assets     -.012896   .0039026    -3.30   0.001    -.0205449   -.0052471
share_prov~s      .005331   .0155247     0.34   0.731    -.0250967    .0357588
share_d_mo~3    -.0008605   .0021099    -0.41   0.683    -.0049957    .0032748
 share_d_1_3     .0002396   .0004655     0.51   0.607    -.0006727     .001152
share_d_18~1      .001685   .0018465     0.91   0.361    -.0019341    .0053041
share_d_l~30    -.0004646   .0004335    -1.07   0.284    -.0013141    .0003849
              
         L1.     .8249634   .0741609    11.12   0.000     .6796107     .970316
shar~d_less1  
                                                                              
shar~d_less1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    458.10

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  27.75215
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       581
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =     16124

> _6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
>  ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iyear
. xtabond   share_c_ind_less1  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finresult
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         Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_interbank_less1
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons    -1.393825   .3627264    -3.84   0.000    -2.104756   -.6828948
    _Iyear_7     .0014632   .0140257     0.10   0.917    -.0260266     .028953
    _Iyear_6    -.0006314   .0131196    -0.05   0.962    -.0263454    .0250826
    _Iyear_5    -.0032089   .0105156    -0.31   0.760    -.0238191    .0174013
    _Iyear_4    -.0019517   .0088697    -0.22   0.826    -.0193359    .0154325
    _Iyear_3     .0166389   .0072739     2.29   0.022     .0023824    .0308955
    _Iyear_2     .0177742   .0062021     2.87   0.004     .0056183    .0299302
gdp_growth~g      .001115   .0022445     0.50   0.619    -.0032841     .005514
gov_bonds_~t      -.00223   .0017681    -1.26   0.207    -.0056954    .0012353
 mosprime_3m    -.0012245   .0003966    -3.09   0.002    -.0020019   -.0004471
   delta_cbr     .0003972   .0001036     3.83   0.000      .000194    .0006003
 ln_reserves    -.0028445   .0024664    -1.15   0.249    -.0076785    .0019895
    ln_d_all    -.0084905   .0039587    -2.14   0.032    -.0162494   -.0007316
ln_finresult    -.0022702   .0007847    -2.89   0.004    -.0038082   -.0007322
   ln_equity    -.0642986   .0143877    -4.47   0.000    -.0924979   -.0360992
   ln_assets     .1658324   .0229074     7.24   0.000     .1209346    .2107301
share_prov~s    -.6460631   .1864816    -3.46   0.001     -1.01156   -.2805659
share_d_mo~3    -.3259069   .0559821    -5.82   0.000    -.4356299    -.216184
 share_d_1_3      -.06906   .0260901    -2.65   0.008    -.1201957   -.0179243
share_d_18~1    -.0735605   .0304101    -2.42   0.016    -.1331632   -.0139579
share_d_l~30      .019365   .0126507     1.53   0.126      -.00543      .04416
              
         L1.     .1887795   .0279303     6.76   0.000     .1340371     .243522
shar~k_less1  
                                                                              
shar~k_less1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    205.72

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  23.22801
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       557
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =     12938

> ear_6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
> ult ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iy
. xtabond share_c_interbank_less1 share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finres

. estimates store gcom

        Standard: _cons
Instruments for level equation
                  D._Iyear_2 D._Iyear_3 D._Iyear_4 D._Iyear_5 D._Iyear_6 D._Iyear_7
                  D.ln_finresult D.ln_d_all D.ln_reserves D.delta_cbr D.mosprime_3m D.gov_bonds_rate_lt D.gdp_growth_12monthsrolling
        Standard: D.share_d_less30 D.share_d_181_1 D.share_d_1_3 D.share_d_more3 D.share_provisions D.ln_assets D.ln_equity
        GMM-type: L(2/.).share_c_gcom_less1
Instruments for differenced equation
                                                                              
       _cons     .1873474   .0627624     2.99   0.003     .0643353    .3103595
    _Iyear_7     -.016165   .0044433    -3.64   0.000    -.0248736   -.0074563
    _Iyear_6    -.0144434   .0044434    -3.25   0.001    -.0231523   -.0057345
    _Iyear_5    -.0151589   .0038279    -3.96   0.000    -.0226615   -.0076563
    _Iyear_4    -.0126917   .0035549    -3.57   0.000    -.0196592   -.0057242
    _Iyear_3    -.0094097   .0030975    -3.04   0.002    -.0154807   -.0033387
    _Iyear_2     -.004611   .0018908    -2.44   0.015    -.0083168   -.0009051
gdp_growth~g     .0005788   .0006134     0.94   0.345    -.0006234    .0017811
gov_bonds_~t      .001307   .0009325     1.40   0.161    -.0005208    .0031347
 mosprime_3m     -.000049   .0001371    -0.36   0.721    -.0003178    .0002198
   delta_cbr    -.0000264   .0000262    -1.01   0.314    -.0000778     .000025
 ln_reserves    -.0001508   .0006459    -0.23   0.815    -.0014168    .0011152
    ln_d_all     .0055081   .0014785     3.73   0.000     .0026104    .0084059
ln_finresult    -.0004608   .0002401    -1.92   0.055    -.0009314    9.85e-06
   ln_equity    -.0001679    .002727    -0.06   0.951    -.0055127    .0051768
   ln_assets    -.0149004   .0057286    -2.60   0.009    -.0261283   -.0036725
share_prov~s    -.0188705   .0232356    -0.81   0.417    -.0644115    .0266704
share_d_mo~3    -.0147043   .0057174    -2.57   0.010    -.0259101   -.0034985
 share_d_1_3    -.0043303   .0041861    -1.03   0.301    -.0125349    .0038743
share_d_18~1    -.0061451   .0051074    -1.20   0.229    -.0161554    .0038652
share_d_l~30    -.0104457   .0056822    -1.84   0.066    -.0215827    .0006912
              
         L1.     .5514441    .046004    11.99   0.000      .461278    .6416102
share_c_gc~1  
                                                                              
share_c_gc~1        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                     (Std. Err. adjusted for clustering on id)
One-step results
                                             Prob > chi2           =    0.0000
Number of instruments =   2.6e+03            Wald chi2(21)         =    451.36

                                                               max =        71
                                                               avg =  22.91273
                                             Obs per group:    min =         1
Time variable: time
Group variable: id                           Number of groups      =       275
Arellano-Bond dynamic panel-data estimation  Number of obs         =      6301

> ear_6 _Iyear_7 , lags(1) vce(robust)
> ult ln_d_all ln_reserves  delta_cbr  mosprime_3m gov_bonds_rate_lt gdp_growth_12monthsrolling  _Iyear_2 _Iyear_3 _Iyear_4 _Iyear_5 _Iy
. xtabond     share_c_gcom_less1  share_d_less30  share_d_181_1 share_d_1_3 share_d_more3 share_provisions ln_assets ln_equity ln_finres


